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Cover Page Art

1767
Photo Montage Printed as One Image on Archival Paper

by Ramin Samandari 

Iranian-born photographer 
Ramin Samandari arrived in 
Odessa, Texas, in 1978 at age 17, 
sent there by his parents in the 
midst of the Iranian revolution. 
At the time he thought he might 
return to his homeland in a few 
years with a medical degree, but 
when the Iran-Iraq War broke 
out, he renewed his U.S. visa, 
eventually got a green card, and 
in 1990 became a U.S. citizen.

A resident of San Antonio 
since 1988, he decided in the 
early ’90s to pursue his life-long 
passion of photography. Throughout the ’90s he exhibited mostly 
in non-traditional venues in San Antonio and Austin. Between 
2000 and 2001, he had several solo exhibitions at the University 
of the Incarnate Word’s Center for Spirituality, the Guadalupe 
Cultural Arts Center, the Carver Cultural Arts Center, and the San 
Antonio Museum of Art.

His work has also been exhibited at Blue Star Contemporary, 
UTSA gallery, Southwest School of Art, Artpace, City of San 
Antonio Department of Culture and Creative Development, and 
many private galleries. His work is in the permanent collection 
at the San Antonio Museum of Art and the University of Texas at 
San Antonio. His studio, Magical Realism, is located in the Blue 
Star Arts Complex.

In celebration of San Antonio’s seminal 2018 tricentennial 
year, Artpace, Blue Star Contemporary, Carver Community 
Cultural Center, the Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center, Instituto 
Cultural de México, and the Southwest School of Art partnered 
with one another to present an exhibition that illuminated the 
300 years of San Antonio’s history. Common Currents was a 
diverse, encyclopedic showcase of the city’s history as told by 
more than 300 artists, invited to participate by their peers, and 
presented over six venues. Each exhibition partner identified two 
artists to participate by creating new work inspired by a year of 
the city’s history. Each of the initial twelve artists then helped 
develop the exhibition by inviting two peer artists. This chain 
of invitations grew until more than 300 artists were amassed. 
Each of the 300 visual and performing artists were assigned one 
year of San Antonio’s history to reflect on in the development of 
their work for Common Currents. The exhibition was presented 
chronologically through a variety of contemporary media across 
the six venues with roughly 50 years presented at each institution.

Samandari was assigned to create an artistic representation of 
the year 1767, the year of the arrival of Marqués De Rubí to San 
Antonio. Rubí was sent by King Charles III of Spain to inspect 
the presidios of New Spain. Rubí’s report suggested that all the 
small Texas missions be closed except the one in Goliad and the 
missions of San Antonio.

At Voices de la Luna, we believe that poetry heals and arts 
advance the quality of life.

Themes for future issues of Voices de la Luna:
August: Public Art
November: Multicultural San Antonio

Editor’s Note
James R. Adair

On June 13, 1691, a group of 
Spanish explorers traveling through 
Nueva España came upon a river 
called the Yanaguana by the natives 
of the region, the Payaya Indians. 
The Spanish named the river and the 
location San Antonio, in honor of 
the Portuguese priest and Franciscan 
monk San Antonio de Padua, whose 
feast day it was. Twenty-seven 
years later, in 1718, Spain founded 
a mission (San Antonio de Valero, 
which came to be known as the 
Alamo) and a presidio on the site. This year San Antonio is 
celebrating its 300th anniversary, and this issue of Voices de la 
Luna, along with the next three, will highlight the city, its history, 
and its culture in various ways.

We begin our celebration of San Antonio’s tricentennial with 
the cover art by Ramin Samandari, one of the artists selected by 
his peers to produce an original work of art that reflects one of the 
years between 1718 and today—as you can see from the column 
on the left side of this page, his year was 1767. This issue also 
features reflections from four local authors on the writers who 
influenced them most as they developed their craft. The local 
writers featured in this issue are Sheila Black, Robert Flynn, 
Jim LaVilla-Havelin, and Sheila Rinear; we will hear from other 
local writers over the next three issues.

Our featured poet in this issue is Alexandra van de Kamp, 
interim executive director of Gemini Ink. Her poetry has 
appeared in numerous journals and literary magazines, and she is 
the author of two books of poems, as well as several chapbooks. 
In conjunction with National Poetry Month in April, we have 
chosen to interview someone for whom it can truly be said, poet 
is his middle name: Anthony “The Poet” Flores. Anthony is a 
three-time Grand Slam Poetry champion of San Antonio, and we 
include two of his poems as well.

The Stone in the Stream/Roca en el Río ecopoets contribute 
both poetry and artwork to this issue, and we also feature poems 
by many other poets, local, national, and international. Our 
spotlight artist is Kenneth Schwoerke, a Houston native who now 
calls San Antonio home.

Are you looking for prose? In addition to the four “Writers 
on Writers” essays already mentioned, we rejoin Paul Juhasz as 
he slogs his way through more grueling shifts as a picker at an 
Amazon fulfillment center. In the short fiction category, Victoria 
Anderson recounts the travails of a woman who joins a book 
club not exactly against her will, but against her better judgment. 
Finally, Bett Butler describes a racially charged encounter set in 
Greenville, TX, in 1964.

In keeping with the spring season, there are also a few Easter 
eggs in the following pages. Look for references to poetry on 
demand in a sister city also founded in 1718, a short story vending 
machine, at least a dozen different references to birds (including 
three separate references to grackles!), and a neologism.

San Antonio is a great place to live and experience una gran 
mezcla of food, drink, art, culture, language, weather, faith tradi-
tions (and lack thereof), history, and points of view. If you don’t 
live here, come visit us sometime. Here’s to the next 300 years!
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Noon

A pair of cellophane scissors 
that snaps the day in two. How many

have wrapped like a breathless sash
about my waist, and how

many do I have left? Plump pouch 
of time I never see, midday 

grab-bag of petty thoughts
and grumpy disease, ripe threshold  

the rain pours its black 
sifting hands through, sugar packet

of dust crushed by the sun,   
I want to look straight at you

and call your heady bluff. Each day
a cascading. Each restless bird

a witness disappearing. Right now, 
the afternoon sky emulsifies 

into a midnight, and pink peonies pop 
the darkness like glow-in-the-dark toys 

as rain gurgles gutters and plucks 
brick walls. The variables tremble, 

and another noon is gone in a confusion 
of birdbaths and missed appointments. 

I count (to keep account) 
but such counting only divides      

the loss into smaller, 
more glittering proportions.

Previously published in Nine Mile Magazine, vol. 4, 
issue 1 (Fall 2016)
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Storms

Last night—the terrible cracking blues of that storm, 
its precise axes of light landing hard on the sky’s shoulders. 
The colors of a life shiver and howl at times. A storm 
does not apologize for its decibels of delight—
its delight in drowning us in drugged clouds, in its  
sopping syllables slapping the helpless windows. 
We have no control when the storms decide to break 
their staggering secrets over us—pummeling our frail fences 
and pale ears. The body in the bed such a small snail, curled endlessly 
in on itself—looking for answers that are not there
or that recede like the precise residue of a dream 
moments after we’ve shaken ourselves free of its gray airports 
and swerving corridors, of looking for a missing coat and laptop—
what we always thought we would have suddenly lost to us.

The storms are dumbfounded at our frank houses and two-bedroom
apartments, bewildered by the body’s soft neon of skin, the lawn’s 
sparse and flickering grasses; the loud guttural swirl of mud in the street. 
They dare us to new thresholds, each time coaxing us 
to bear something so much larger than ourselves, to grow overwhelmed
less easily. I’ve seen how they can lower a sky until my arms and legs 
are hammered in a bitter light, until all I can do is pray 
for such devastating, intimate beauty to pass me by. 

Previously published in Lake Effect, vol. 20 (Spring 2016)

Featured Poet:
Alexandra van de Kamp
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Alexandra van de Kamp, Interim Executive Director for Gemini 
Ink, teaches poetry workshops at Gemini Ink and online, through 
The Poetry Barn. A native New Yorker, she has happily called San 
Antonio her home for three years now. She is the author of two full-
length collections of poems: Kiss/Hierarchy (Rain Mountain Press, 
2016) and The Park of Upside-Down 
Chairs (CW Books, 2010). She has 
also published several chapbooks, 
including Dear Jean Seberg (2011), 
which won the 2010 Burnside Review 
Chapbook Contest. Her poems 
have been published in journals 
nationwide, such as The Cincinnati 
Review, Connecticut Review, 
32Poems, Denver Quarterly, The 
Taos Journal of International Poetry 
& Art, and Washington Square. She 
is working on a third manuscript of 
poems, entitled Noon. Her work has 
been nominated for five Pushcart 
Prizes and Best of the Net.

How to Build a Summer Vacation

Mine would begin with words like innocuous or
synesthesia. I would be reading Madame Bovary and learning
foreign words for clothes, such as cravat and fez. 
There would be a smattering of dust, lavender-black dust, 
as in the darkness under trees in the month of June, 
exceptional for its cavalcades of rain. Fog would suffocate
cities in indecision, obscure the green islands offshore—
hallucinogenic arms embracing nothing.
In the silver glow of headlights, 
the streets would grow wet and impatient. Raspberries
would buoy up from the scratch and sniff
cardboard garden in my hands. I’d press my nose
to my husband’s skin and watch a salty tide
of bruised fog, a riverbed of unpicked fruit, 
rise up to me. What mingles now 
in that next room? The wallpaper in the hotel
had an antique, well-used odor; flowers 
in rose and gold waltzed up and down our room.
The bathroom tiles were contact paper peeling up 
under my toes. I want each day to pour like an hourglass—
svelte and methodical; loss encased                                                                   
in a seasoned decanter and divvied out like a wine                                                                                                                                             
brought up from a temperature-controlled cellar.                                                        
I want to be snagged thickly to something.
In the museum, in the painting, the woman’s dress 
in the summer garden radiated from across the room
like a halogen street lamp turning on at 6PM. The pointillist
beach scene grew more vivid at two hundred feet.  
Clarity is just a matter of distance mixed with a massive
dollop of patience. On the ferry ride home, 
we spied the island famous for its scientific experiments.
After, possums curled up along the side of the road—
gray, fleshy semi-colons—and we drove on, 
trying to beat the storm.

Previously published in Kiss/Hierarchy (Rain Mountain Press, 2016)

I’ve Decided to Write the Greatest Poem 
in the World

It will encompass the mother-of-pearl glow of the Caribbean 
and the best latté I ever sipped, which was in a café 
bordering a sloping plaza in Siena, Italy. There will be 
tendrils in this poem, green shoots growing out of 
its spine, and an occasional rose so soft and brimming 
anyone would swear it was a champagne glass 
they could sip demurely from, and with each taste, 
pain would evaporate, such as a six-year-old getting shot 
outside the local library and breast cancer feasting on
the 21st-century, female body. I don’t think I will insert 
scoliosis into this poem. My mother might make a brief
appearance: her right pinky finger bent since birth, 
so that her hand always seems to be holding a teacup 
when it isn’t—that hand half-curled around a shapely 
emptiness. I will lay, side-by side, like knives in a velvet 
drawer, the nights my husband and I made love with the 
nights we didn’t. Myrna Loy will make a cameo appearance—
martini shaker in her evening hands. There will be a gaggle 
of detectives, and someone will finally be proven innocent. 
The trees won’t succumb and the houses won’t give, no matter 
the speed and mood of the green wind, and the tea I pick up 
in my hands will smell of vanilla extract and a ten-year-old 
about to blow softly into his piccolo.

Previously published in Kiss/Hierarchy (Rain Mountain Press, 2016)



Questions for Anthony the Poet
Interview by Octavio Quintanilla

Anthony “The Poet” Flores is a 
three-time San Antonio Grand 
Slam Poetry Champion and has 
represented the city in competition 
on six different occasions at the 
National Poetry Slam. He has 
performed his work all over the 
United States, from local schools 
and community centers to HBO’s 
Def Poetry Jam to Lincoln Center 
in New York City. He is co-founder 
of Fresh Ink Under-21 Youth Poetry 
Slam, the only ongoing poetry slam 
and open mic for teenagers in San 
Antonio. He is also a judge for La 
Voz de San Antonio Citywide Spoken Word Competition. Anthony the Poet 
recently completed his sixth year as a judge for the San Antonio Public 
Library’s Young Pegasus Poetry Contest for kids and young adults. He 
founded The University of the Spoken Word, a collective of spoken-word 
artists that has performed at some of the city’s most high-profile cultural 
events, including Una Noche en la Gloria, Luminaria, and the touring 
Matisse and Pablo Picasso Tapestries exhibits at the San Antonio Museum 
of Art. He is a full-time poet who lives and works on the Southside.

Octavio Quintanilla: The city of San Antonio figures quite a 
bit in your poems. Is this where you grew up? Can you talk 
about your relationship as a poet to the city of San Antonio?
Anthony the Poet: I was born and raised here in San Antonio. 
I never ventured far from home until I decided to attend The 
University of Pennsylvania, an Ivy League school in Philadelphia, 
PA. I lived there for six years, then returned home in the early 
’90s. I always thought I wanted to find “the greatest cultural 
center” out there in the world somewhere, but it turned out to be 
here, in my native home. I have been singing the sights, sounds, 
and history of our town ever since!

You’ve been writing for a long time, Anthony. When was 
the first time you felt the power of words? What keeps you 
making poetry?
I often tell this story at my events. I distinctly remember writing 
my first poems in second grade. Our teacher put up a whole bunch 
of pictures around the room, and she asked us to write a poem. 
At the end of the allotted time, I had finished several. It was as 
if she opened the gate for who I was supposed to be. The next 
day, she came and whispered at my desk. It was her mother’s 
birthday that weekend, she said, and she asked if I could write 
a poem to include in her birthday card. She allowed me to stop 
doing my work, and she moved my desk to the front of the class, 
near hers. I remember looking out at my classmates. I remember 
feeling different from the looks on their faces, but in the best 
possible way. It is what I still feel today when I read, and that 
same feeling, that acknowledgement that I possess a different 
kind of power that is useful, is what keeps me writing.

I know that you are an active participant in the San Antonio 
literary scene. How does poetry help you create community? 
Or sustain it? 
The greatest thing I feel I do is make poetry accessible to the 
public at large. I can’t tell you how often people respond with 
negative comments when I tell them that I’m a poet. It’s boring, 
they say. It’s difficult to understand, they claim. But they are 
usually coming to determinations based on preconceived ideas. 
“All poetry is awesome,” I respond. And if it takes a more hip or 
dynamic version of the art to guide others to the great history of 
the form, then that’s where I come in. I will do my best to take 
someone from cutting-edge spoken word back to Shakespeare, 
to connect where we are to where we came from, and therefore 
maintain the family lines of poetry as a powerful, unifying device.

I’ve been to some of your public readings, and people re-
spond to your energy as a performer. I’ve often thought that 
you know exactly what people want and then you deliver. 
With this in mind, when you write poems, who is your first 
audience?
I am always wondering about where language came from, and 
how we have developed it as a tool and as a weapon. I like the 
idea that the best speakers and writers from the beginning offered 
their talents as a service to the community. Explainers, histori-
ans, and keepers and tellers of stories. When the poet became 
an artist, he retired to the same place of solitude as our ancient 
shamans, without the urgency of sharing at large. I’m more of the 
former. I write primarily what comes out of my heart, my brain, 
and my soul. Those are my pure and private words. I also listen 
to the people around me, pay attention to what they want to hear, 
and then respond to that. I write every day, and I first listen to 
the voice of the Muse, then the voice of the Masses—which are 
often the same!

As a poet, what sorts of risks do you take in terms of form, 
subject matter, or even language?
I have studied what poetry is, or is supposed to be, for many 
years. I still haven’t found an answer. The greatest risk every 
time I set a pen to paper is my silent and private doubt that what 
I’m writing is not a poem. Turns out, it usually is.

I know you sometimes publish your own chapbooks. I have 
bought some myself. I’m interested to know about your rela-
tionship with publishing. How often do you submit to jour-
nals, if at all? What does being “published” mean to you?
Knock on wood! Every opportunity that has come my way over 
the past 20 years has come from people contacting me. I have 
been blessed with requests to perform my work at hundreds of 
events. I have always maintained an independent artist mentality 
with my work, printing my own books and other merchandise 
myself, although I have recently been looking (by request) into 
other partnerships. I’m a Virgo, and I always think I’m doing the 
perfect thing!
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Featured Interview:
Anthony “The Poet” Flores

Photo by Sarah Brooke Lyons 
of the 1005 Faces project



Are there any forthcoming works that we should know about? 
I turned 50 last year, so I am releasing Cincuenta, a book that 
features fifty poems from my life, including a few spoken-word 
classics and some poems about the recent passing of my Pops. 
Coming in May! Plus, you can catch me at about a hundred other 
events throughout the year!

The Fourth of July
Anthony “The Poet” Flores

They brought the dead Marine home 
On the Fourth of July. 
The whole town stood still 
As the black hearse rolled slowly by. 

That’s what the newswoman 
Just said to me, 
As I tried to read a book 
While watching T.V. 

I stood & offered up a quiet prayer
For him & his family, 
& then my tears burst forth 
When I heard he was only 23. 

What has my pen, or anyone else’s, to say 
About the Noble Warrior’s Way, 
When our sons & daughters come home like this
On Independence Day?

Poetry on Demand
James R. Adair

On a recent trip to New Orleans, my wife and I decided to ven-
ture north of the French Quarter to Frenchmen Street, the place 
we were told that real New Orleanians go to hear great jazz, away 
from the cacophany of sights, sounds, and smells that comprise 
Bourbon Street. As we were walking, we saw a young woman 
sitting before a small table with a typewriter perched on it, a 
sign reading “Poetry on Demand.” “What does it cost?” I asked. 
“Whatever you want to pay,” she replied. I chose the topic—San 
Antonio’s tricentennial—and this is the poem she produced on 
the spot. Poetry on demand: what a great idea!

san antonio tricentennial
on demand poet

we celebrate our heritage, coming together
as a community—we allow our roots to bring us together
connected by the city we love—300 years
generations filled with pride—the beauty
of setting our intentions and giving time
to our community—this tricentennial celebration
is a gathering, and from all walks of life
we will come together, to honor our heritage
restore our connection to our neighbor
and remember—the history that has created
our wonderful city 

Deseo
Federico García Lorca

Sólo tu corazón caliente,
Y nada más.

Mi paraíso, un campo
Sin ruiseñor
Ni liras,
Con un río discreto
Y una fuentecilla.

Sin la espuela del viento
Sobre la fronda,
Ni la estrella que quiere
Ser hoja.

Una enorme luz
Que fuera
Luciérnaga
De otra,
En un campo de
Miradas rotas.

Un reposo claro
Y allí nuestros besos,
Lunares sonoros
Del eco,
Se abrirían muy lejos.

Y tu corazón caliente,
Nada más.
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Jukeboxes
Anthony “The Poet” Flores

All those weekend jukeboxes
We fed 
With quarters
We could have used 
For a few more beers instead.

But it didn’t matter, 
Because the sound 
Was like pure, sweet water
Pouring over my head, 

& without that music, 
We were as good as dead.

Reproduction Wurlitzer 1015 Jukebox

Only your burning heart,
And nothing more.

My paradise, a field
Sans nightingale
Or lyre,
With a nondescript stream
And a tiny fountain.

Without the spur of the wind
On the branch,
Or the star that yearns
To be a leaf.

An enormous light
That longs only to be
A firefly
Of another,
In a field of
Broken glances.

A bright repose
And there our kisses,
Sonorous beauty marks
Of Echo,
Would open far away.

And your burning heart,
Nothing more.



Poetry
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Mariachi Postcards
Kelsi Folsom

Tacos at La Gloria lit a match.
With a shot of tequila,
eyes glowed and rain poured,
pink and orange filling up the river.

A gracious refrain of mariachi
and lights etched like scratch-n-sniffs,
bleary and bright, glowing like
fireflies drunk in the night.

A sight for sore eyes
is your hand on my thigh
as we drink and dream
under the low Texas sky.

The rose, do you see it?
Stone cold, stone faced
romancing each passerby,
come, have a look!
See, she is nursing
the wounds of a nation,
this little flower here,
come and pray,
come and pray.

Part your lips with the departed,
singing heaven’s song on earth,
crying, peace be still and find your rest
right back where you began.

Stars kissing limestone,
love giving birth.
Brassy observations
set the tone for the night,
a fiesta of paletas and confetti.

Here, by the river,
walking by the river,
forever by the river all the feet 
of many colors find their futures 
at the mouth of stone and water.
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First-Degree Murder
Nenad Trajković

Translated by Danijela Trajković

if the wind did not throb the broken windows
we would not know for a long time
that the owner of the house was killed there
inconspicuous and unknown as he used to be
immediately he has begun to resemble an artist
becoming more famous after his death

the police searched for days
for the perpetrator
in the notebook
of the inspector for blood crimes
was written only the following
social case
no family
no girlfriend
no friends
no enemies
jobless
only spoke with animals

after many years the inspector often remembers
the only unsolved case
because every day at the new kiosk
a homeless man reminds him
I met his killer
the day I became
what I am
do not ever look for him
and write this in your notebook
punished without the right to pardon

ad acta

First published in Duane’s Poe Tree, 2018 

On the Wire
Nenad Trajković

Translated by Danijela Trajković

in a village my father comes from 
the toilets were outside 
their paper on a rusty wire 
when I first entered them 
I found Emily Bronte 
whom my grandfather had tried to hang there 
it was unpleasant 
to be there with a lady 
so I took her out in my arms
in the morning 
I was shown a suitcase full 
of convicted writers 
ready for hanging
and these were the first people 
I ever freed

First published in Poem, UK, 2015
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Basement
Laurence Musgrove

I have a room at the bottom of my heart
At the end of a long loose pile of stairs
That I stumble down, the only light
Burned out, feeling my way alone,
No idea where the last step is,
But there’s no turning back
Until I settle my sorrow
With, Don’t be afraid.

Eastwood Country, Westside Horns
Catherine Lee

Their 1st blues set was tight all right, that 
Sunday at the Witte.

Hearing it
occurred two undeniable facts: my 
inability to listen without shaking 
every muscle
I mean every fiber way inside;
Spot Barnett’s startling break announcement shout 
out to the redheads in
the room
(hardly any of us here in Texas).

My escort introduced us at the break.
I grabbed Spot’s supple, nimble-fingered hand, swell to 
have skin contact
with the seminal originator of The 
Westside Fusion Blues.

2nd set, players energized 
worked the room all right.

This has to be the kind of band whose 
late sets age to greatness. Alas, Spot 
wailed his 3rd set horn without me.

Escort’s hungry, 
got to go
and gobble something greasy.
Not yet learning what
that Texas tenor man is teaching of the 
meaning
with his phrasing: 
consummate musician.

Flower Garden
Sonya Gonzalez
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The Funeral
Holly Day

I think about them dying and wonder
how I can be expected
to hand their bodies over to strangers
to be buried in a grave
far from home, far from me

when all I really want is to be allowed to
carry bits of them with me
for the rest of my own life
the finger bones of children in my pocket
or on a string around my neck,
twin rosaries of vertebrae wrapped loose
around my wrists

so I can raise my hands
to my lips, in prayer, to speak
to a family 
I will never let go

Words
Carolyn Chatham

Words.
We are gathered here together to test their power.
For the Feast of St. Anthony
we will ring the chapel bells to gather the flock.
The feast is meager,
only beans and grain,
not enough to fill a bowl.
A taste perhaps,
scant as the rains have been.
But the natives will come anyway for the Pater Noster,
for what blessings they might find within the mission walls.
Words.
We are gathered here together to test their power.
We will implore the Saint to intercede on our behalf,
for God has no more sent his rains to our gardens
than He has sent them to the dusty plains and deserts without.
“Our Father who art in Heaven,
Hallowed be thy name…
Give us this day our daily bread…”
Save us from the Second Harvest.
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The River
Jeanie Sanders

Cabeza de Vaca looking for gold stepped across
the beginning of water and glancing Southwest
took a drink as he fell to his hands and knees
for the blessing of that water.
Then turned his head and went on
followed by Esteban and his magic
as they faced the Western Sun.

The Indians bent trees to the ground
to mark this place as good with
the River flowing over their children’s feet
while the old men pointed downstream.

Mission bells called above the River
to people crossing to pray in places
always toward life and water.
Sometimes floods came and twisted
away the River’s boundaries, rose against
the mud and straw houses, then went on 
downstream carrying out toward the Gulf
the debris of layer upon layer of time.

San Pedro Park, the Early Years
Don Mathis

My ancestors floated in the Inland Sea
several hundred million years ago.
Ammonites and other marine creatures
swam and fed and multiplied and died.
The limestone levels rose
as the ocean receded.
Tectonic plates shifted.
Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous
eras whizzed by.
Trees grew.
Dinosaurs come and go.
Ants arrive, they stay.
Animals abound.
Rains fall, springs burst open.
Until finally, yesterday,
a minute before midnight,
the people arrive.

San Pedro Creek
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To me, it’s plain 
it comes from Spain, 
an attempt at Mission Revival. 

It’s my belief 
it’s shaped like a leaf, 
or maybe a flower petal. 

My grandma said 
it’s from her bed; 
her headboard has the same shape. 

I don’t think so; 
it looks like a taco – 
the kind my tía used to make. 

I can postulate 
it’s from the famous gate,
the Porta del Popolo in Rome. 

I feel in my gut
it’s from an Indian hut
that the Quonset tribe used as home.

It’s that apple out of reach, 
a succulent peach, 
or a juicy pomegranate. 

Will we ever find out 
beyond a doubt 
what inspired the Alamo parapet?

Major Edwin Babbitt 
or John Fries, architect, 
made that memorable design. 

But we don’t know 
why they gave the Alamo 
that curvilinear roofline. 

I’m just thinking out loud 
but it looks like a cloud, 
maybe some cactus plants. 

What I see 
is from the 13th century, 
a trefoil arch from France. 

No, it’s not; 
it’s a rooftop – 
a Flemish gable from Amsterdam. 

It’s nothing more 
than a Moorish door, 
a portal with a plan from Islam. 

The Alamo bump 
is a camel’s hump, 
like the dromedary used by the Army.

It’s more like a turtle shell, 
a mission bell, 
or part of the female anatomy. 

AlaMotif Argument
Don Mathis
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who was it again
that 
invented
the numbers
and their 
decimals too?

who was it
who
promised
that if you get
to a certain 
point
you will
begin at
another?

because 
it’s not just
addition 
now. it 
is also
sizes and
other
things you can
decrease
to zeros
except
less than that
might just
not
exist.

i walk
with my 
friend mary
and 
i can’t help
but hate
her
because she
doesn’t
care
if they notice
her like
this.

sometimes 
i wish she could
be blown
away 
like the selfish
paper
bones she
is now.

but 
other 
times i can’t
help but
wonder
if she
does
want
to stop
like i
want her
to
stop.

so i stop
and 
then she
stops.
and i 
tell her
to eat
and i tell
her to
listen. but now
i can’t 
stop either
and all i
want to do
is just that.

but i rant
and
she cries
and i
burn her
paper 
bones with
my words
and then
i understand
her all 
too well.

she is
the victim
of
numbers and 
sizes. all
she wants
is to be
that zero
but she is
already
less than
that.

you can see
her bra 
strap
it’s
practically
at her
neck.
it’s all 
that 
fits her.

she doesn’t
care
how little
she is
the shape she’s in
or whether
her 
bra strap
is showing
for all the world
to ignore.

or maybe
she does
care
and i’m
being
ignorant to
her 
situation.
sometimes i
hope that’s
how it is.

numbers
Julia M.

Ronald Reagan High School
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Peace of Mind
J. Alan Vokey

I  am  weary  of  the  news,  that  black  misty 
smoky reality that paints the TV set and the 
Internet  and  all  the  other  word  peddling 
media  outlets  and  I  am  exhausted  by  the 
texting, youtubing, twittering, snapchatting, 
hacking, 
facebooking, 
instagramming, 
millennials   and   their      social   networking 
wordosphere   filling   the   atmosphere   with 
more  and  more  words  that  tear  holes  in  the 
brainosphere, the cerebral stratosphere, the 
thought     ozonosphere,    with    stress    and 
distress and anger and rage and the politics 
of fear and I am tired of political correctness 
and  bleeding  heart  back  bending  whining 
sniveling  liberal  kumbaya  doomsday  gurus 
and  their  inner  light  oneness  and  patchouli 
smellness and I don’t want to hear anymore 
about    biblical    beginnings    and    biblical 
endings  and  evil  masterminding  and  terror 
killings   and   the   endless   desensitizing   of 
humans choking human momentum and I am 
increasingly  enraged  by  jihadists  and  swan 
head cellphonists and laptopists and liberals 
and    conservatives    and    democrats    and 
republicans, lobbyists  and tea partyists and 
now  this  sea  of  words  is  drowning  the  fetus 
of what will be born to be the rest of earth’s 
history  and  I  think  that  my  cup  has  runneth 
over  and  perhaps  I  should  shut  up  and  get 
on  my  knees  and  ask  God  to  intervene  and 
release   from   his   divine   fists   a   crushing 
pounding upon this black mist and shine his 
light upon our word burdened souls and our 
wordshot  eyes  and  restore  upon  the  planet 
for all humankind these three lost words we so 
badly need to refind:
Peace of mind.

Americana
Elizabeth W.

Sir Francis Drake High School

July 4th, 
Fairbanks

Rail-thin Yupik woman
Cold-set addict

Is weeping at
The bench by the river.

Bluebirds and Orange Flowers
Sonya Gonzalez
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Sacred Music
Bett Butler

 
At Sterling Houston’s funeral, the church ladies cluck-cluck in silence
the blossoms atop their hats quivering with the frost of disapproval.
Cold breeze at our backs, we play Fats Waller, Billie Holiday, Etta James. 

Their world is black or white
like the cousin’s kitchen where my grandmother holds court.
“You used to sing in church,” she says unsmiling. “Now you sing in bars.”
“Yes,” I say. “I’ve gone to the devil, haven’t I?”
Everyone laughs
except my grandmother.

Once again, I argue the same questions
which are no longer questions at all
or maybe they are
or I wouldn’t bother.
Once again
Attempting to banish the dark Southern Baptist within
poised to pounce on the most sinless of pleasures

I argue that black or white
is no longer black or white.
It is black and white
and endless shades of grey.
I argue that the joy that fills to bursting
when the body within and without reaches hungrily to high C
is the ecstasy of saints rising on angel wings.

I argue that the imperfect perfection
of a single note sustained on human breath
is the trumpet call of Gideon summoning the Abiezrites to battle.

I argue that improvisation
is a sideways glance at heaven
and swing is the heartbeat of God.

My grandmother, nearsighted but never color blind,
had more in common with these church ladies than she ever dared see.

Black and white in black
Black and white in white

Why can’t they see that it’s all sacred music?
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Ay Padre Viento
Paul Pineda

Ay, Padre Viento
speak to us.

Teach us, once again.

Your wisdom roams the earth
with all its languages,

in all its accents.
Through the rustle of your trees

you whisper wisdom.

You sign your name in the waters,
in the ripples of the lakes and rivers

so as to put an exclamation point to your words.
Yet we have turned our ears away,

we have abandoned your language.
We are lost.

In our impudence and our arrogance,
we have disowned our earth family.
Our rivers and oceans cry out to us.

Our forest and sky are no longer
that which you gave us.

Forgive us.

What Has Happened to My People?
James Piatt

 
The flowing rivers have dried up, 
The beautiful salmon have died,
The white tailed deer have fled, 
And the soil has turned to dust: 

What has happened to my people?
 
The wild stallions are gone, 
The land is fenced in, 
Beautiful once reed-lined ponds 
Where bullfrogs croaked are dry:

What has happed to my people?

There is sorrow in my heart 
For the lack of fragrant wildflowers 
In verdant meadows, now painted 
Black with asphalt: 

What has happened to my people?

The rush to be somewhere, 
Anywhere else, the need to accumulate,
The desire to leave the way of the ancients,
The teaching of primal lore is gone:

What has happened to my people?

Midtown Jazz Sound
San Antonio, TX
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For Frank
(Hungary, 1928 – NYC, 1996)

Sharon Ankrum

To pretend, I actually do the thing: I have 
therefore only pretended to pretend.—
Jacques Derrida

I know that Frank, who died
last month, doesn’t exist
anymore, but the thing is
did he ever? I mean as the
individual, Frank

and how can he no
longer exist if he was never
an “I”

maybe the thing is that he
died before he’d been touched
by postmodern thought, but
knowing Frank, he knew
all right, which is why
he died on the cusp

he still existed (when he
still existed) as an “I”
but now that he has died
has he become one
of many particles of sand
or part of a whole beach?
will he be the ocean
or a single drop of water?

when we made love, were we
making love as two individuals?
or were we all the men and all
the women we’d ever made
love to? sharing that 
one singular bed?
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The Latest Decalogue
Arthur Hugh Clough

Thou shalt have one God only; who
Would be at the expense of two?
No graven images may be
Worshipp’d, except the currency:
Swear not at all; for, for thy curse
Thine enemy is none the worse:
At church on Sunday to attend
Will serve to keep the world thy friend:
Honour thy parents; that is, all
From whom advancement may befall:
Thou shalt not kill; but need’st not strive
Officiously to keep alive:
Do not adultery commit;
Advantage rarely comes of it:
Thou shalt not steal; an empty feat,
When it’s so lucrative to cheat:
Bear not false witness; let the lie
Have time on its own wings to fly:
Thou shalt not covet; but tradition
Approves all forms of competition.

A Man Revisits His Family Tree
John Grey

For the times of brutality,
I apologize.
For the bruises and the scars,
I can only say sorry ten thousand times.

For crushing trust with my knuckles,
I am forever contrite.
For slamming your cries of pain
back down your throat,
I am as remorseful as my father was
in similar circumstances
and his father before him.

For being the latest in a long line
of men who never keep their rough hands
off their womenfolk,
my penitence could not be any more sincere.

And now you tell me
our son has my eyes
and he bullies his little sister.
Don’t worry.
He’ll beg forgiveness
when the time comes.

The Poet’s Chair, auctioned at the Voices de la Luna Gala
Created by Lyn Belisle, Photo by Allan Smith
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Old Parlor Table
Joan Strauch Seifert

A table made of oak or maybe cherry wood, 
but real wood—no plastic;
let the genuine endure.   
 
And the right size to stand 
beside the soft familiar sofa,
coaxing memories.

And a lower shelf a must,
to put straw baskets of old photos 
within easy reach to grasp and hold.

How young we look there.
That little girl; it might be me, I think.
Who is this person? Oh, it’s Grandma!
That’s been so long ago.

There, you see we’re in the middle of the pool
and stroking well, not clinging to the side. 
What plucky smiles we have; 
Weren’t we the bold ones!

Look at you, Billy; ride’em cowboy!
Wonder whatever happened to that pony? 
Remember, Grandpa finally sold it.
Said it was getting older, and so were we.

On the parlor table top, 
tea cups of flowery antique china, 
and plates of small homemade cookies.

The shelf below reserved for treasures.

Asphalt Can Be up to 40 Degrees 
Hotter than Grass

Sarah Colby

Long before these three live oaks spread
their shade across my manicured lawn,

before my neighbor Flor sold homemade tamales
from the back of her pickup to the construction crew
building the super Wal-Mart on Seguin road,

before Mi Tierra baked their first pan de huevo,
or Guenther’s milled sacks of flour from grain
grown in soil that embraced wheat like a lover, 

before the sky was pierced 
by spires—Tower of the Americas, 
San Fernando, Mission Concepción, 

this Blackland Prairie was a rippled ocean
of switchgrass, sideoats grama, tall dropseed.  
Scarcely dented by the bare footfalls of the Payaya,

their blades were no match for oxcart or plow,
but still, there is tenacious green between the ties
on the rail lines, and look—

there in the corner of the yard, 
a clump of little bluestem
pushes through the St. Augustine turf. 

Fundraiser for Voices de la Luna
Becker Vineyards



Ecopoetry
Stone in the Stream/Roca en el Río 
is a gathering of writers and art-
ists committed to the environment 
through contemplative, artistic, 
and activist response. They meet 
quarterly to share individual work 
grounded in an eco-poetics and to 
develop collective projects. This 
page reflects some of their work. 
To contact the group, send an email 
to Jim LaVilla-Havelin (lavhav@
gmail.com) or Mobi Warren (mobi-
warren@gmail.com).
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stones telling: specht’s road
d. ellis phelps

vulture      caracaras
atop hackberry trees

lining     this texas backroad

the creek runs dry—the sky 
drizzling for days—
hasn’t quenched her thirst

these curves      wind and dip 
through low water crossings 
full of stones         telling 

*****

here     where only stones remain
the cross that marked      his passing

—gone 

i think about a man i knew
who drove home drunk

they begged him not to go
but he had to get home

in the darkness he didn’t see
the curve      the dark water
      swirling

they found him      flooded in
    —his car            submerged

*****

at the dogleg      just passed 
the restaurant everybody loves

a black angus bull lying down
watches me pass      his pasture

he studies me      & the quarry     
that piles across the road:

limestone
caliche
soil

the restauranteur fought 
the quarry      

speaking for the bull
and the rest of us who breathe 

but here it sits:

stirring up dust
spitting out mud

stripping every inch
of grace from the land’s 

face

puking       profit 

onto the road
Record of Anomalous Emergence II

Conan Chadbourne
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I hear it
come out of me
like a poem
without trying—
so after the phone
I write it down, about how

I’m standing in front 
of the oven’s
hot breath, gaze
tracking upward,
past the full-page 
newsprint ad that Yoko 
Ono took out
in the New York Times
in memory of John

(she is a Japanese artist
I explain to Xochitl, now nine, 
as I show her—
she knows about John
and the Beatles, but
not Yoko Ono,
not yet)

and it is a New Year’s wish
to remind us that WAR
IS OVER! (if you want it,
that’s the catch, sly
conditional printed
in small type below)
with love 
from Tío John and 
Tía Yoko,
a small delight
to see it there in the Times, 
sandwiched between stories
about Trump and Putin
Putin and Trump,
a novelty so far removed
from the dishwater dull 
San Antonio Express-News 
that I cut it out and tape it
to the kitchen wall, 
past which
my eyes now slide:

because out the kitchen window
on the roach tree out back, whose
vinegary sap attracts autumnal curtains 
of American snout-nosed butterflies 
each fall 
is one strapping tuxedoed blue jay, 
typically nasty, obnoxious, common but 
gorgeous still—striped, crested
in blue and white and black (things

you can notice when
they’re not screaming 
and divebombing cats 
for once). First one jay
and then two
when another,
slightly larger, lights
beside the first
to perch politely upon the lip
of an old branch 
so long sawed off the roach tree
it has formed a hollow,
a cavity there 
for rain,
a watering hole,
a bird bar, into which
I watch the two jays
politely taking turns
dipping down
to sip
or nibble,
first one
then the other

until

a grackle
descends, an asshole
apparently entitled
to swoop in and scatter
jays from their roost
by right of size
and seize their drink. And he
or she
is even larger and shinier
than the two robust jays,
feathers smooth 
as black glass, 
big as a crow or 
raven, almost, 
so solid and substantial 
you can almost imagine
why the strangest thought
might have occurred
to the ancestors:
to snare and eat
these ancient
airborne
raptors

(but to my vegan friends: 
I don’t advocate the snaring
and eating of grackles
or other birds,
however common.)

Another Poem about Common Birds
Marisol Cortez

Grackles Most Common
Jean Jackson

Outside the Wendy’s near the H.E.B.
I watch amazed as a massive plague 
of grackles wheels then lights
on wire and building rim,
a screeching black-robed convocation.
What are they saying?
Which is the leader that cues them
to rise and soar, rise and soar
again and again on this late fall evening?

They’re here en masse, the Texas ones
with their snowbird cousins,
long beaks pointing into the wind, waiting.

They match us population for population,
habit for habit, indiscriminate
eaters of both fresh and fast food
foraging where we forage.
Iridescent bronze backs flash
as they dive for French fries, alight 
on tables, brazen, gold eyes intent.

Lasers, noisemakers, 
predator recordings,
even trained falcons―
nothing seems to daunt 
these raucous opportunists,
                                      
these parking lot gleaners,
these painters of cars,
these divas of din.

A Male Great-Tailed Grackle, 
making its distinctive call

albino.orca



Therapy
Poetry Therapy

Some authors use poetry to deal with heroin/alcohol addiction, death, 
abandonment, and sexual and emotional abuse. The following poems 
illustrate the use of writing to deal with these issues.

Livin’
Rebecca Hill

I’ve been running
for so many years
standing still in time.

I’ve been living for so many 
years, but I’ve never 
had a life.

It all started when I was
just a girl.
My pain, heartache
my strife.

Always looking for
tomorrow, never enjoying
today, searching for sanity,
hoping to know happiness
and a beautiful new way.

I prayed to God
asking for his help
but turned to drugs
to mask how I felt,
not allowing my spirit
to be filled with light.

Darkness soon turned 
to black emptiness.
Day didn’t exist
only lonely night.

Hope finally lifted
me up and I turned
my eyes toward heaven
asking yet again for God’s grace.
I needed savin’.
He answered my prayers 
and this time I listened.
Now my faith is stronger
and with his grace and love
I’ve started living.

 

Faith
Tina Foree

To see what we cannot see,
and be what we cannot be.
To find hope where there is no hope
and find faith when we cannot cope.

These are things we find in God.
A strength, a light where there was not.
A sight, a sound of hope and love
the answer lies in what’s above.

So do not worry about the past
or live in doubt of circumstance.
God’s plans for us are large and grand.
Hope and faith will help us stand.

The Shoreline
Vivian Wander

As I walk the shoreline of the ocean
Scooping up sand between my toes
I enjoy collecting colorful seashells
As I stand and watch and listen to the waves.

I hear a sound I’ve never heard before.
It’s my Mother calling, “Anna, Anna!”
Yes, Mom I hear you. I look but can’t 
See you. Where did you go?
“I’m here in the wave dancing with the Lord.”

“Can I join you?” I ask. 

“No my child. Someday we’ll dance again on the shoreline.”

Untitled
Lynn Navarro

Alone is not a bad
Place to be
To read the books
Or watch the sun
As the day is done

Alone is good
And calm and free
Alone I live
It’s good for me

Alone with happy
Alone with sad
Alone with myself
Is not so bad
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Untitled
Roja Sahi

Feeling so strange among these people 
and it’s hard to find the honest
lies are knotted into their tongues and mouths
the sun is off 
the moon is down
then, the world is dark
everywhere is hazy and foggy 
it’s hard to find a clear way
tick tock tick tick tock 
the hours of life are stopped
now it’s better to review ourselves 
and to know ourselves better
until now have we ever put our full personality 
into our same sex
or are we just throwing ungrateful words from our mouths?
let’s give ourselves a little chance
to become generous 
let’s put a little smile on our face for others 
it is worth our beauty♥︎

No One’s God
Sara McKethan

If loving your walls 
as a way to protect yourself 
is an undeniably failsafe way 
to be okay, 
then how long before they break? 
If I am held within my insecurities, 
why would I want to get rid of them? 
How do I protest my flaws 
when everything keeps telling me 
to love myself and move on? 
That if it’s in the cards 
then let what will be, be, and live.
But if the setting sun 
is only ever rising on the other side, 
does it really leave us at all? 
My anxieties leave me 
with more questions than answers 
and I still haven’t found the key 
supposed to be printed 
at the back of the book.
No one ever told me where to look.
So now if I look to people 
then the people just brew shame.
And if I look to myself 
then the consequences remain the same.
And I can look to the ocean,
or I can look to the shore,
but wherever I feel heaven,
it feels like I’ve been there before.
All these contradictions 
have me confused,
left me praying 
to no one’s God.

Untitled
Arthur Giron

Searching for an idea, 
for a voice of my own.
With words so beautiful… so Divine…
There they go, I’ve lost them again. 
Closed hands signal closed mind.
Fear infused panic, 
the compass spins.
Your wisdom pulled me from my knees 
and rejuvenated my soul.
The beacon of light 
wades through darkness.
Guided by the melody 
of the caged songbird.
Rested soul, 
arisen Phoenix.
And now one of the voices. 

Sense of Self
Duncan

Ooooh Being
Oooh Being
Give me another life.

Make me feel peace again
Make me feel hope again.

Soon no trust
Soon no faith
Despondent Son,
Hate all the norm endowed.

Smile calmly, the tormentor,
Strike dead, the oppression.

Now, wiser son.
Lead yourself to calm skies
Feel your peaceful sense of self.

Cry Cry Cry
Joseph Puente

There is always water in my eye.
Why?
The pain, no gain.

When will the tears stop?
Will they ever proceed to need?

Thinking, thinking,
But get, getting stinkin’.

It’s not helping.
All I do is cry,
With tears in my eye.
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Freedom
Joanna Elise Morales

Jubilant youth
fleshy cheeks rush red unwillingly 
restless nerves and curiosity become me. 

This place is something I have never seen.
People are plain, 
living out pre-ordained moments day to day.
Time’s gone green, 
Mr. Money, tell me, 
what have you done with my friend Freedom?  

Freedom was Time’s beautiful bride.
Together they made life.
I remember the winds 
whistling and ruffling through the leaves, 
being a backdrop to harmonious melodies 
that hummingbirds would sing…
hearing the heartbeats of people outside, 
catching the cool breeze, creating memories…
Laughing,
Singing,
Crying,
Screaming,

Alive and Living. 

These days Mr. Money, I don’t hear a thing… 
nothing but the clock ticking away 
what we cannot take along 
when we’ve come 
to the last strumming of our song’s existence.

For what I have felt during my adolescence, 
and what I would give… .
I would empty out my pockets full of dimes,
in exchange for all my memories,
dreams, and
sentiments.

Suicidal Thoughts
David Doraei 

Day and night I think what if I was gone.
Whether if I’ve done the thing that I know I would regret.
The thought of my parents rushes to my mind. 
How they would react
or how my friends would react.
They would all think it was a joke. 
No one would believe 
a person like me would do such a thing.
How bad would it hurt the people I love.
I think of them 
and say goodbye to my suicidal thoughts.

 
Art Therapy

The life-affirming pleasure of art-making is inherently therapeutic. Of-
ten both the art process and product help us to understand our current 
environments, reduce stress, enhance cognitive ability, and increase 
awareness of self and others. They may also be used as a form of prayer 
or journaling. It is common for artists to spontaneously respond to their 
own art or that of others with both art and poetry. The art and poetry 
below have been submitted through a variety of non-clinical, though 
often life-giving, art-based classes in venues around Texas.

Untitled
Claudia Georgina Trigueros Pouce

Untitled
Claudia Georgina Trigueros Pouce

Untitled
Evelyn Garrotson
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Poetry & Dreams
Poetry, Dreams, and Interpretation

Eagle Feathers
Sasha Guzman

Dream: I am in the desert, in the dark, on a long road. It is 
nighttime and nothing can be seen for miles. The desert is a 
desert of dirt, not sand. It is much like the Texas wilderness of 
my ancestors. I’m looking for eagle feathers. The feathers have 
a deep meaning for me. I must find them in order to fulfill a part 
of my inner self. The car that I am driving breaks down along 
the way, so I borrow a square, wooden wagon that is parked in 
front of me. I drive the little wagon down to an old, rundown 
gas station with dirty yellow signs. The man whose wagon I 
borrowed owns the station. He has another form of transportation 
to use besides the wagon: he has a car. I don’t feel guilty for using 
his wagon, because he has a vehicle. I drive the wagon back to 
the desert to continue looking for eagle feathers in the dark. This 
time, when I return, I have a large black cat with me. He sits on 
the back of the wagon calmly and watches me search. He is very 
large, much bigger than a real cat. He is my companion, guiding 
me on this journey. End of dream.

Interpretation: This dream took place at a time in my life when 
I was just beginning to integrate into my Native American tribe, 
Esto’k Gna. Eagle feathers are an honor to possess and highly 
valued within the culture. Feathers are used to add meaning to 
Native American regalia as well. In the dream, I was looking for 
the feathers as a symbol of who I am. They are a part of my 
individuation process. The archetype of the eagle is associated 
with spirituality. It represents the spirit of the masculine aspect 
of my psyche. I am trying to integrate this aspect into who I 
am. It represents a new part of myself that is my heritage. I am 
driving a wagon, because my car breaks down. A car represents 
how a person navigates through life. I cannot use my car for this 
journey: I must use a small, old-fashioned wagon instead. It is an 
earlier form of transportation made from natural material, like 
wood. I must, in a way, return to my roots in order to complete 
this journey. In the dream, I return to the desert to continue 
looking for eagle feathers. This time though, I have a black cat 
as my guide and companion. Cats represent the feminine aspect 
of the psyche. I have honed in on this part of myself to use in 
a productive manner, in order to reach my goal. Black cats are 
sometimes considered bad luck; however, in this dream I am 
using the wonderful power of the feminine as an asset to achieve 
greater consciousness.

The Eagle in the Desert
Sasha Guzman

I am wandering in the desert
Searching for my spirit 
The same place my ancestors searched in
An eagle is perched in the darkness somewhere,
It waits to be discovered.
A sacred symbol of our tribe,
It is described as the north direction—
The white uppermost portion of  
Our medicine wheel
That we hold dear to our hearts.

 

A part of the Self 
Says that I am ready,
Ready to receive the spirit of my ancestors
Represented as the sacred eagle in the desert.

Patience (Image from a Dream)
James Brandenburg

Don’t force it,
it’s fatal
don’t challenge
a rhinoceros head-on
if you butt heads
with such a force
thou shalt not win.

Stand back
wait
watch
listen
it will rush at you
but step aside
and walk around
such a force
you will save
your life
and the rhinoceros
will keep on moving.

Mariposa
Edna St. Vincent Millay

Butterflies are white and blue
In this field we wander through.
Suffer me to take your hand.
Death comes in a day or two.

All the things we ever knew
Will be ashes in that hour,
Mark the transient butterfly,
How he hangs upon the flower.

Suffer me to take your hand.
Suffer me to cherish you
Till the dawn is in the sky.
Whether I be false or true,
Death comes in a day or two.
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Writers on Writers:
Which Writers Most Influenced Other Writers?

Over the next four issues, as we celebrate San Antonio’s Tricen-
tennial, we will be asking local writers, and writers tied to San 
Antonio, to tell us which teachers, mentors, and writers have in-
fluenced them the most. In this issue we hear from Sheila Black, 
Robert Flynn, Jim LaVilla-Havelin, and Sheila Rinear.

The Writer Who Influenced Me
Sheila Black

When I was given the task of writing a short essay about a 
writer who influenced me, many obvious candidates sprang to 
mind. I’m a poet—or I like to pretend I am—and so, of course, 
I thought of Emily Dickinson, who, if you are a woman, a poet, 
and an American, is sort of the mother from whom all springs. 
When I was a young woman in college in New York in the 1980s 
and used to ride the then terrible and often terrifying subway, I 
used to calm myself by asking often, “What would Emily do?” 
and I would imagine her, the Belle of Amherst, dressed all in 
white and lace, sitting in the 1980s subway car looking very pure 
and unflappable and repeating to herself under her breath, “I am 
nobody/who are you?” I could write a perfectly credible essay, 
I daresay, about Emily Dickinson and her long and peculiar 
influence, but thinking about Emily made me remember another 
writer—very different in character, though somewhat similar 
in experience, who came to me in that difficult period of early 
adolescence when one feels that one will never find a place in 
the world.

Her name is Mary Webb, and the book of hers that I loved 
so much is called Precious Bane. It tells the story of Prue Sarn, 
a country girl of Shropshire, who after the death of her cruel 
father, must work with her brother Gideon to maintain the family 
farm. Prue has a harelip and is viewed by her rural community 
of Shropshire as being cursed or a witch. The novel is set during 
the Napoleonic Wars, when progress is beginning to change old 
rural habits as the world races toward a dawning, though not yet 
arrived, industrial age.

The title comes from Milton’s Paradise Lost:
Let none admire
That riches grow in Hell; that soyle may best
Deserve the precious bane.

I first read this book as a thirteen-year-old recovering from 
surgery to my legs due to a from-birth genetic illness. My 
condition, XLH, was then called Vitamin D Resistant Rickets, 
because those who have it possess the same physical anomalies—
bowed legs, short stature—as people suffering from nutritional 
rickets. I read the book in a flurry of turning pages, maybe 
because it was the first time I had encountered a disabled heroine.

When we first meet her, Prue Sarn is a young girl who works 
on a family farm with her cruel father and equally demanding 
brother. Prue loves the land and the old rural ways of life and is 
sharply, often humorously, observant of them. Isolated even in 

 

her already-isolated community because of “hare-shorten” lip, 
she is convinced she will not experience ordinary happiness—
marriage, children—but is proud of her ability to work the land 
and feels close to the small handful of people who see past her 
“precious bane.” 

After the death of Prue’s father, her brother Gideon becomes 
obsessed with making the farm a thriving proposition. Desire for 
money warps his soul, and step by step he lays waste to the things 
that have made their lives rich. The tragedy of Gideon plays 
out against the increasing strength and self-knowledge of Prue, 
who finds romance through a chance encounter with the local 
weaver, Kester Woodseaves. Her lip, viewed by everyone as “a 
curse,” becomes little by little a source of spiritual knowledge 
and strength. As Prue says in one of the book’s most moving 
passages, “There came to me, I cannot tell whence, a most 
powerful sweetness that had never come to me afore… as if some 
creature made all of light had come on a sudden from a great way 
off and nestled in my bosom… . Though it was so quiet, it was 
a great miracle, and it changed my life… . If I hadna had a hare-
lip to frighten me away into my own lonesome soul, this would 
never have come to me… . Even while I was thinking this, out 
of nowhere suddenly came that lovely thing, and nestled in my 
heart, like a seed from the core of love.”

Mary Webb published Precious Bane in 1924, and it won 
the Prix Femina in 1925, but later the book and Webb herself 
faded into obscurity. She was rediscovered in the 1970s by the 
wonderful press Virago, which set itself the task of republishing 
women writers who had been overlooked and/or forgotten. 

If you like Middlemarch by George Eliot or Jane Eyre by 
Charlotte Bronte, or if you are a fan of Thomas Hardy and his 
deep, slow country folk with their epic tragedies, then you will 
love Precious Bane. Webb writes in a vivid almost conversational 
country dialect, yet the book is also infused by an almost unearthly 
poetry—the poetry of being close to and bound up with land. 

Born in Shropshire in 1881, Webb was never happy away 
from the country. Perhaps because she was distant from other 
influences, her novels—and most particularly Precious Bane—
have a startlingly revolutionary tone. Webb speaks defiantly of 
the strictures on women and creates women characters who are 
remarkably varied and real—working women, strong women, 
cruel women, visionary women. She is also trenchant and honest 
about the lived experience of disability and stark in presenting 
the prejudice her heroine must endure. Much of this came from 
Webb’s own experience,

Mary Webb suffered much of her life from Graves’ Disease. 
Her biographer remarks that “ashamed of the physical manifes-
tations of her illness—protruding eyes and a goiter—she took to 
hiding.” She became like Emily Dickinson—rarely leaving her 
house. Perhaps it is this remove from daily life that gives her 
novels such uncanny power. Every detail of the Sarns’ world is 
sharply observed and rendered. 

Webb is interested in memory and history, and the ways things 
are passed over and lost in the “progress” of history. Her prose is 
also animated by a persistent and even violent longing for beauty in 
all its forms, and she finds this beauty most often and most reliably 
in her character’s connection to the natural world. Ponds, lakes,
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dragonflies, trees—all these appear again and again in Webb’s 
novels; her characters exist against a background of natural 
wonder that both illuminates and comments on their endless 
struggles, those of sustaining themselves through and in the land.

Webb’s influence on me was to have faith in the sharpness of 
observation of the physical and in the comfort a closeness to 
nature can give. But her bigger influence was—at least when I first 
read her at thirteen—that inner character was more important and 
lasting than outer appearance, and even a person with a disability 
could win independence and happiness.

Precious Bane is a deeply enjoyable read, but it is also in its 
quiet way a truly revolutionary book. In the story of Prue and her 
brother, Webb critiques the cult of money and progress that has 
taken over the rural life she loves and senses is vanishing. At one 
point, Prue remarks with trenchant force:

“He was ever a strong man, which is almost the same, times, 
as to say a man with little time for kindness. For if you stop to be 
kind, you must swerve often from your path. So when folk tell 
me of this great man and that great man, I think to myself, Who 
was stinted of joy for his glory? How many old folk and children 
did his coach wheels go over? What bridal lacked his song, and 
what mourner his tears, that he found time to climb so high?”

Though Mary Webb wrote this almost a hundred years ago, it 
could almost be a comment on our current moment and that is 
the lesson of the book and the core of its feminist and disability 
perspective. Experience, love, and connection, Webb tells us are all.

I do not know why Precious Bane is not more widely read, 
but I know that Webb’s vision influenced me deeply, and when 
I began—many years after first reading her—to write poems, I 
was conscious somewhere in the depths of my being, of Mary 
Webb saying:

“The past is only the present become invisible and mute, and 
because it is invisible and mute, its memoried glances and its mur-
murs are infinitely precious. We are to-morrow’s past. Even now 
we slip away like those pictures painted on the moving dials of 
antique clocks—a ship, a cottage, sun and moon, a nosegay. The 
dial turns, the ship rides up and sinks again, the yellow painted 
sun has set, and we, that were the new thing, gather magic as we 
go. The whirr of the spinning wheels has ceased in our parlours, 
and we hear no more the treadles of the loom, the swift, silken 
noise of the flung shuttle, the intermittent thud of the batten. But 
the imagination hears them, and theirs is the melody of romance.”

Rest in Satisfaction, Professor McKinney
Robert Flynn

My cousin Ann and I were two-thirds of every grade until the 
seventh grade when our country school was closed and we were 
bused to Chillicothe with maybe 15 in our class. That’s a way of 
saying I didn’t meet many strangers. 

My brother was two grades ahead of me and my sister was five 
grades ahead of me; a way of saying I learned not to join groups 
unless invited. My brother’s group joked about my lack of hair in 
important places. My sister’s group looked at me as though I had 
walked into their bathroom.

By junior year, I knew all high schoolers my age and above, and 
some of the younger girls. Then, during the Christmas holidays 
my family moved to Vernon, and every school day I hitchhiked 
16 miles to Chillicothe to remain eligible, dreaming I would be a 
starter on the football team.

On weekends and in church over the summer, I met some Ver-
non High School students before school started—the quarterback 
of the football team, a captain of the football team, and the presi-
dent of the senior class. There were about a hundred students in 
the Vernon senior class, larger than the entire Chillicothe high 
school. I had friends in the right group, but I wasn’t really in that 
group, and never joined them unless invited.

The senior class took a college entrance exam, and a handful of 
the highest scorers were assigned to a composition class. I wasn’t 
the only one surprised that I was in the group. My teachers and 
classmates had never seen me as one of the smarts.

Miss Baskin taught the class of maybe eight students. Some 
of them I had never spoken to and a couple I had never seen. 
What Miss Baskin brought to the class was enthusiasm. She read 
what we wrote, found something good to say, and suggested 
improvements. I tried to write comedy, and if Miss Baskin 
thought it was funny, the class thought it was funny. 

This time, I was in a group with the right to be in the group. I 
had an identity; I wrote funny stories. “Tell me a funny story,” 
classmates said. That never worked. Some stories are better read 
than heard. Others are better heard. 

In college I was assigned to composition class while my foot-
ball captain roommate was assigned to the grammar class. He 
had a writing assignment and groaned about it until I said I would 
write it. He then groaned that he received a B+. Why not an A? 
At the time neither of us thought we had done something wrong. 
He later became editor of a religious magazine.

When I enlisted in the Marines, my father, who had fought in 
the trenches of World War One, asked me to keep a diary. I didn’t 
express any insights into my situation, any opinions on life, noth-
ing of how I felt, but examining your life every day can become 
a habit.

Back in college, I sought out solitary but inspiring sites where 
an immortal line would come to me. I would write it down and 
wait for a second immortal line. No lines of no kind appeared.

Eugene McKinney taught playwriting. “Write for the waste-
basket,” he said. Having nothing to lose I cranked out lots of 
words and occasionally I would be struck by a line that stated 
something that I didn’t know I knew. Something I didn’t know 
I felt. Those were exciting moments but none of the lines were 
immortal.

When I wrote a good paragraph I took it to McKinney. “Don’t 
fall in love with your own words,” he said. “Revision doesn’t 
mean word changes. It means seeing the story in a different way.”

I’ve lived a complete life. I have been to all seven continents 
and more than 70 nations. My wife and I celebrated our 60th an-
niversary in Havana with permission from the State Department. 
I have been shot at while in the air and on the ground. (On the 
ground is better.) I landed an airplane at night with the gear up—
short, loud, and pretty with sparks where the metal skidded and 
the propeller beat the runway. My wife and I were on a tenting 
safari in Kenya when a pride of lions came into camp attracted 
by our dinner. We tourists banged pots and pans to drive the lions 
out. We went to our tents but no one slept well. 

Which is to say, while life has moments of joy and terror, hours 
of pain, days of loneliness, years of grief, the most meaningful 
thing in my life has been realizing the joy and grief by writing 
about it.

Rest in satisfaction, Professor McKinney. Your students re-
member.
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Nothing More than a Red Wheel Barrow?
Jim LaVilla-Havelin

Only one writer who has influenced me most? After Whitman 
and Neruda, Yeats, Roethke, Levine, Berryman, Snyder, Staf-
ford, Hughes, Reznikoff, Dylan?

For me it all starts with William Carlos Williams. I find in the 
clarity of the things that he chooses to write about, and in the 
directness of his voice, an assurance that, no matter what else, 
the world that is within us, is also the world that is with us. There 
is, in Williams, the mystery of the ordinary, the magic of the mo-
ment.

Is there a poetics in our time more stolidly earth-bound? And 
in that setting, is there another poet who finds so much music in 
conversation and so much weight in simple things? 

If it is indeed true that “so much depends /upon //a red wheel 
/barrow,” then we come to understand dependence. We learn 
interconnectedness. We appreciate the everyday. And while I 
definitely derive some of my interest in, and ability to see, the 
overlooked, from my time living in the country, Williams’ eye 
and ear were in my work long before that relocation. More than 
the thing-ness of things, I learn from Williams how they fit 
together, and sometimes come apart. 

In lines spaced to open up the page, to focus on phrases and the 
rush over the rocks of meaning that the flood of words creates, 
Williams is able to say simply to his wife, Flossie, of the garden 
roses “she was keeping / on ice,” 

but aren’t they
in wax

paper for the
moment beautiful

And with the full complexity of the lives of two young wom-
en—Daphne and Virginia,

Be patient that I address you in a poem
there is no other 

fit medium.     
The mind lives there.

I know that some find it hard to hear the music in his work. 
They bump into the phrases so direct and broken and opened up. 
For me, these phrases understand and underline the music of our 
conversation, the singular creation of words fitting into phrases 
becoming poems. And they recognize the urgency of such lan-
guage. In “Asphodel, That Greeny Flower,” a long poem which 
I have read with groups of poets in many settings (including a 
medical center—Williams, don’t forget, was also a doctor), his 
oft-quoted phrase,

It is difficult 
to get the news from poems

yet men die miserably every day
for lack

of what is found there.
presents that urgency, that necessity, and the place of poems in 
our lives, perfectly.

In Williams I have learned to live in the modern world—to 
see it, hear it, capture it in words, and once I’ve captured it, to 
have the daring and the heart to let it go. And while I know that 
“the times they are a-changin’” and that “there is one story and 
one story only” and that “I wake to sleep and take my waking 
slow,” and even that there’ll be a time “when I am old and grey 
and full of sleep,” when I will not “sing the body electric”—

the three foundations of my understanding of this modern world 
reside in the following: Duke Ellington’s “It don’t mean a thing 
if it ain’t got that swing,” Einstein’s “e=mc2,” and William Carlos 
Williams’

so much depends
upon

a red wheel
barrow

What more can one ask of the writer who has influenced you 
most, than to sum up and argue gracefully for the necessity of our 
words, and to see clearly the things of this world, and the way we 
reach for them?

What more than a red wheel barrow?
Researchers have found one, leaning against a house not far 

from Williams’ home. What? It wasn’t just a symbol? Nothing 
more than a red wheel barrow, and nothing less.

Literature Stirred My Soul
Sheila Rinear     

     
It was autumn of third grade. My mother had undergone 

surgery and a lengthy hospital stay, and my Nana had come to 
take care of us: my three brothers, two sisters, and me.  On my 
birthday, Nana took me for a walk and, as we sat on a playground 
bench, wrote me a poem. To discover that Nana, like me, loved 
sapphire-blue skies and colored leaves falling like birthday 
confetti from the celebrating heavens opened my heart to what 
would come to matter so much to me: the world’s wonder-filled 
beauty and finding words to tell about it.  And so, I entered my 
Hallmark card-esque phase.

For years, whenever there was a family birthday or holiday 
celebration, my brother Jerry would make the card “from the 
kids,” and I’d write the flowery rhyming verse inside the card. 
I knew I wasn’t nearly as good as Wordsworth, Tennyson, or 
Dickinson, but their verses kept me company and gave me goals.

It was also in third grade that I met and hero-worshiped Louisa 
May Alcott’s Jo March. She didn’t just write. She and her sisters 
acted out what she wrote. This gave writing an even greater 
trajectory for me. In Philadelphia’s Delaware Valley winters, 
often too cold for kids to play outside, we’d stage basement 
shows that I’d helped create. In the summer, it was outdoor 
theater. And we always played to the approval and applause of 
our parents, who nurtured the little blossoms we were.

By eighth grade, Sister Anne Patricia, my amazingly smart, 
witty, and gifted teacher, told my mom that words and language 
would prove to be very important to me some day. This imprimatur 
was my first professional affirmation, and it gripped me as firmly 
as had my Nana’s connecting me to my soul.

The next year, Sister Dolores Maria, an English teacher whom 
everyone considered beyond quirky (I honestly thought she 
was wisdom personified), introduced my classmates and me to 
an infinite who’s who of authors. We read over twenty novels 
that year. The stories, authors, and their engaging use of words 
astounded me. I welcomed new heroes into my world on a weekly 
basis, but the most beloved to me were Dickens and Edna Ferber. 
I can still remember magically shivering while reading Ferber’s 
description of how cold the Illinois winter mornings were. How 
did these writers get words to work so beautifully to summon up
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feelings or paint a character detailed with heart-stopping lan-
guage? Sister said she thought they were simply fascinated with 
the people and places that surrounded them and wrote what their 
minds’ eyes saw. 

Then there was Sister Mary Bernard, whose poetic infatuation 
with the likes of Gerard Manley Hopkins’ smash, crash, dashing 
world dazzled my imagination, as did the Beatles and their 
lyrics… as did the lyrics of so many gifted poets and song-writers 
in the time of protest.

I went on to earn my undergraduate degree in English litera-
ture and developed a passion for all things Shakespeare. I always 
loved school and was completely fascinated by all the collegiate 
subjects but primarily, of course, by literature. None of it, how-
ever, stirred my soul as my Nana’s poetry and Sister Dolores Ma-
ria’s sheer enthusiasm. Nothing had that power until that soul-
stirring excitement happened again in graduate school.

That day in class at the University of Oklahoma, we students 
anxiously awaited the return of our play structure and analysis 
papers from a professor who was brilliant in a range I’d never 
before experienced. We’re talking “burning bush” bright and 
brilliant. So, this professor held up my paper on John Millington 
Synge’s Riders to the Sea. Before returning any papers he said, 
“Listen to this. We’ve got a writer here.” As I listened to him 
reading my words that felt far from extraordinary, just honest, 
I realized I’d understood how Synge had crafted his play with 
the use of Irish Catholic references, beliefs, and symbols. I also 
realized that Synge’s use of references familiar to him in setting 
the tone and vision of his tale was a marvelous strategy for 
credibility and resonance. Finally, I also realized that I wanted 
to write dramatic literature that blended storytelling with poetry 
and cultural heritage as he did. To me then, writing for theater 
represented a meeting place for the best of all facets of literature: 
storytelling, character development, poetry, scenic description. 
Until then, I knew I loved to write but wasn’t quite sure what to 
do with that ability. Now, I thought I knew.

At that point in my life, I was a single parent in Oklahoma with 
a dear little boy. I was far from home but determined to find out 
who I was and how to be who that person was. Somehow, I be-
lieved it would all become clear to me in that state of uncluttered 
prairie. I wanted to experience that awakening before stepping 
into a new life of any kind.

The professor who had read my JMS paper to the class that day 
was gracious and supportive to all his students. When I couldn’t 
accept a role in a play he had cast me in because I couldn’t af-
ford a babysitter so that I could attend rehearsals, the professor 
advised me to save my money, stay home, take my writing seri-
ously, and start taking playwriting classes. 

I took his advice and eventually he not only became my best 
friend and mentor but he’s been my husband and the love of my 
life for 30-some years now. For all those years, our partnership of 
love, respect, parenting, grand-parenting, and traveling has been 
a treasure trove. But the great alchemy lies in the times we get to 
make theater together with me writing and him directing. Solid 
gold!

 

Fulfillment: Diary of an Amazonian Picker 
(continued)

Paul Juhasz

Day 105:
Management is trying to break Angry Man.
I know this because I ran into him deep in the East Mod late 

tonight.
In my surprise, I blurted out, “What the hell are you doing 

here?” 
While it’s not the best idea to open conversation with someone 

with acute anger management issues and possible psychopathic 
leanings with provoking questions, Angry Man is a Packer and so 
had no business in the Mods.

Packers work upstairs, on the receiving end of the conveyor 
belts that snake through the Mods.

Pickers and Packers do not get along. 
Instead of walking for 10 hours straight, Packers get to stand 

in place for 10 hours straight; and instead of having hand-held 
scanners time their every move, they get large computer moni-
tors to do that.

Packers have it easy. 
We basically hate them.
Angry Man: “I’m a Picker now.”
Me: “Why on Earth would you want to move to Pick?”
Angry Man: “I didn’t. I got sent here. As punishment.”
Me: “Come again?”
Angry Man: “I was falling way off rate because I had to keep 

sitting down. My feet were hurting so bad from standing all night, 
every night. When the P.A. barked at me about it, well, I don’t 
know if you know this, but I have some anger issues.”

Me: “Really? Hadn’t noticed.”
Angry Man: “Yeah, so I got a little heated. And then next shift, 

they told me I was now a Picker.”
I must say I am not thrilled to find out that the job I have is 

considered “punishment” by management.
And I must also say that if Angry Man’s feet were breaking 

down as a Packer, he has no shot at surviving as a Picker.
And I must further say that this place sucks.

2nd entry:
As I limped out of the Mod at shift’s end, I noticed Angry Man. 
As if afraid to lift his legs off the floor, he was not so much 

walking as shuffling. Pain was etched into his face. He was so 
beaten down that when one of his antagonist Mets fans walked 
past him, Angry Man didn’t even seem to notice.

He seems already broken, and for some reason, even though I 
was always uncomfortable, if not frightened, in his presence, this 
saddened me.

As we got in line for Security’s metal detectors, I placed my 
hand on his arm, and said, “Your leg muscles will stabilize in 
about a week’s time. Hang in there, and your body will adjust.”

Angry Man’s face softened a little and he gave me a wan smile. 
He then extended his hand.

“My name is Sam.”
I took his hand and shook it.
“Hi, Sam. I’m Paul.”

Day 106:
I had a most unfortunate encounter with Brad.
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Brad (sotto voce): “Hey, do you ever get the chance to pick a 
sex toy?”

Me (since during the average shift I pick several—stay classy, 
America): “Um, yes. Why?”

Brad: “Do you ever touch them? You know, feel them?”
Me: “Considering that the normal performance of a Picker’s 

job involves physically picking up an item and physically placing 
it in a tote, I think such manual interactions are unavoidable.”

Brad: “Huh?”
Me (sigh): “Yes, Brad. I touch them. To get them in the tote.”
Brad furtively looks around to be sure there is no one to over-

hear us. Then:
“Sometimes I like to sneak them into the bathrooms” (I assume 

the single stall, piss-only, ones at the end of the Mods) “and 
use them. You know, try them out. So I know if they’re worth 
buying.”

Other than making a mental note to warn all my friends, family, 
and associates that if they were planning on buying a loved one 
a sex toy for Christmas (and, really, what says “Deck the Halls” 
more than a Jeff Stryker 10" dildo with suction cup base?), they 
should perhaps do their shopping elsewhere, I did not know what 
to do or say to this piece of unsolicited information.

Except throw up a little. In my mouth.

Day 107:
I haven’t seen Wendell in quite some time. I hope he’s O.K.

Day 108: 
Mabel, the lollipop lady, has not been her psychotically cheerful 

self lately. She still hands out the Dum Dums, but she does so me-
chanically and without the kind words that are her true currency. 

As near as I can tell, the attitude change stems from Mike. It’s 
clear that the increased physical demands of peak season are tak-
ing a toll on Mabel, and Mike’s been riding her ass hard lately 
about barely making rate.

I can put up with the impossibility that is this place, the mind-
numbing conversations with Matt, the near-crippling foot pain, 
even Mike doing his Major Burns thing, but as God is my wit-
ness, if my lollipop connection gets messed up, I will burn this 
fucking place to the ground.

Day 109:
Mike was not in a good mood at stand-up. 
Allegedly, someone stole his Tastykake during lunch. 
The story goes that he got up to grab some napkins and when 

he returned, his Krimpets were gone. In their place was a hastily 
scrawled note on a napkin that read:

“Bring a dollar to the old oak tree tomorrow or the pastry gets 
it! Do not involve the authorities!”

I think he suspects I had something to do with it.

Day 110:
Movies have played a big role in my life.
Kramer vs. Kramer provided solace and understanding during 

my parents’ divorce.
Mr. Holland’s Opus offered motivation and perspective when 

I would get frustrated that my teaching career did not leave me 
any time to write.

And The Amityville Horror taught me that when a house says 
“Get out!” I should probably just get the fuck out.

And now, in the midst of the winter of my discontent, my love 
of film is once again trying to comfort me through a co-worker 
named Brian.

A perpetually-smiling man in his mid-50s, Brian in a previous 
life worked at the El Rey Inn in Santa Fe, rubbing elbows with 
movie stars such as Robert De Niro, John Malkovich, Ali Mac-
Graw, Vincent Price, and Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Learning of my love of movies, Brian one night challenged me 
as we crossed pick paths to name the three Westerns to win an 
Oscar for Best Picture (a task I failed horribly at).

Since that night, when we’re working in the same section, we 
bombard each other with movie trivia or play rounds of movie 
quote identification.

The value of this mental stimulation cannot be understated. 
Nights when I work with Brian go by quicker and I feel like a 
thinking human being. I drive to work on Mondays and Tuesdays 
(the only nights our schedules overlap) with something akin to 
hope.

But this place has a knack for sniffing out the slightest nugget 
of joy and shredding it.

The games Brian and I play leave me with a bittersweet feeling, 
for they highlight the fact that I have very little time—and during 
that time I do not have the energy—to watch movies anymore.

Although last night, I picked a new release called Wolf Chil-
dren, which, near as I can tell, is a film about how to raise little 
werewolves.

So maybe it’s a good thing I have no time or energy to watch 
movies anymore.

Day 111: 
At work last night, Mike asked for volunteers to go do some 

gift-wrapping. I immediately raised my hand, shouting “I’m 
great at rapping!” I dropped a little human beat-box on him and 
then followed with some freestyle bombs. 

I thought I really brought down the house, but all Mike said 
was, “Paul, get back to work.” 

He then picked someone else. 
I don’t think he likes me very much.

Day 112:
The consensus among the few veterans I talk to regularly is that 

if I thought a typical shift was Freak Show Central, I ain’t seen 
nothing yet. 

The flood of temporary workers that signals the beginning of 
peak season will introduce me, I’ve been told, to a whole new 
cast of even more impossibly bizarre individuals.

I met the first of those tonight.
Mike, a tall, gangly, flamboyantly-dressed African American 

man in his mid-40s, who looked disconcertingly like the Muppet 
Mr. Teeth (since he informed me no less than 17 times during our 
10 minute introductory conversation, and then 2-3 more times 
each time our paths intersected after that, that he was a DJ, I shall 
call him DJ Mike, to avoid confusing him with my neo-fascist 
P.A.)

Charismatic and loquacious, I liked him immediately and be-
gan to share with him various tricks of the trade I had picked up 
over the past few months.

“Oh, I know the score,” he interrupted. “I worked here last 
peak season for about four weeks until I got fired.”

“Oh. What happened?”
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“Me and a lady friend got caught getting busy.”
“Holy shit! That was you?!?” (For I had already heard this sto-

ry from Wendell. I had just assumed it was apocryphal.)
“Yeah,” DJ Mike grinned sheepishly, the factory florescent 

lights glinting off his gold tooth. “That was me. And I was 
here the summer before that for about three weeks before I got 
canned.”

“For?”
“Same thing.”
Fulfillment center, indeed, I thought as I resumed my pick path. 
Fulfillment center indeed.

Day 113:
Discussed my meeting with DJ Mike with Kevin. Since every-

one here has heard some version of the rumor of the guy caught 
fucking another picker, he was quite fascinated to learn it was true.

“But what staggers me most about this,” I offered, “is not that 
this guy got fired for shagging someone in a Mod aisle, twice. But 
that he is here again. What kind of fucked up company hires back 
someone they’ve already fired twice within the last 16 months?”

“Amazon,” Jason answered. “They actually have a policy cov-
ering it.”

When I got home, I consulted my Amazon employment man-
ual (interestingly called the Owner’s Manual) and, sure enough, 
there is indeed a policy for it. 

Employees who have been terminated for any reason other 
than theft must wait 45 days before they re-apply.

So, in essence, if you misbehave at Amazon, or are a shitty 
employee, you do not get fired; you get a time out.

Day 114:
Today Mabel inquired if I would be willing to ask Brad to stop 

telling her crude, dirty jokes.
“Why?” I asked.
“Because they make me feel uncomfortable.”
“No, why me? Why not go to HR?”
“I did.”
“And?”
“The Sarge told me I have a nice ass for an ‘older gal.’”
This place sucks.

Day 115: 
Most nights, I now eat with Sam in the cafeteria, and I must 

admit I enjoy having someone to talk with during lunch breaks. 
Since my training group scattered, I’ve been without the little 
slice of camaraderie it provided and didn’t realize how much I 
missed it.

During this time, I’ve learned a bit of Sam’s story, a story that 
explains to some degree Angry Man.

When Sam is not working here, he is taking care of his physi-
cally and mentally handicapped younger brother. With whatever 
time he has left, he goes to his ailing mother’s house and helps 
there. Somewhere in that schedule, he squeezes in a bit of sleep. 
Sam would like to get married and start a family of his own, but 
at 48, thinks he’s missed that boat. 

“Plus,” he told me one night, “when do I have time to date? 
And how do I bring a woman home to a one-bedroom apartment 
I share with my brother?”

I’m having a hard time reconciling Sam’s daily routine of good 
deeds, his soft-spokenness at lunch, and his friendship with the 

 

rage I’ve seen him erupt into.
So tonight, I asked him point blank:
Me: “Sam, were you ever exposed to large doses of gamma 

rays?”
Sam: “No, man. What the fuck are you talking about?”
Me: “Nothing. Never mind.”
I think he’s lying about the gamma rays. Sometimes when the 

light in the cafeteria catches him just right, I think I can see An-
gry Man lurking behind those eyes, waiting to come out.

I want to stay on his good side, so I toss Sam a pack of 
Tastykake Krimpets.

They weren’t mine anyway.

Day 116:
There are many things here that horrify me. 
Most of them involve Brad.
Tonight, I had to add the janitor to the list.
I was about 4 aisles away from him (and the encounter had all 

of the predictable elements) when I decided—since it was early 
in the shift and I was in a decent mood and relatively pain-free—
to help him by grabbing a full trash can with the intention of 
carrying it over to him.

The Janitor: “I’m the janitor!”
Me: “I know. I just wanted to help.”
The Janitor: “I’m the janitor!”
Me: “O.K.”
The Janitor (pointing at the spot on the floor where the trashcan 

was before I picked it up): “I’m the janitor!”
Seeing his evident distress, I replaced the trash can. He hobbled 

over to it, snatched it up, emptied it into his bag, and moved up 
the aisle.

“Sorry,” I called to him.
“I’m the janitor,” he replied.
There is horror in these three words. I’m just not sure what the 

horror actually is.
Is this refrain an expression of warped pride?
Or has his humanity been so subsumed into his job description 

that this is the only identity he acknowledges?
Or is this the sum total of his verbal range?
If so, how does he function outside of the warehouse? How in 

the hell does he order carry-out?
Does his mental voice have the same restrictions? Are his 

thoughts limited to this existentially-stagnant Möbius strip?
The janitor has worked here for five years. Since he could not 

possibly have been like this before—I think being limited to “I’m 
the janitor” would represent a significant handicap during an in-
terview (although Stovepipe Lincoln challenges this assump-
tion)—did this place do this to him?

I do not know the answers to these questions.
I do know I need to get out of here.
Fast.

Day 117:
As I prepare for my second week of peak season hell, I take 

some time to reflect on what I learned from the first week.
The results:
1. Using the average mileage a picker hitting the 100% rate 

for an 11-hour shift walks (19.6 miles), I now know what 
it is like to walk to Maryland and I know I can do it in 
about 5 days.
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2. I know (to my profound dismay) that I live in a world 
where there is not only a Nickleback’s Greatest Hits CD, 
but one with the added descriptive marker “Volume One.”

Day 118:
In the last half an hour, I’ve walked past Brad as he thoroughly 

inspects a Healthy Vibes Pocket Vagina, crossed an aisle 
where DJ Mike was sweet-talking another seasonal worker, 
while furtively gauging their level of privacy, and noted The 
Masturbator heading into the single-stall bathroom at (as a glance 
at my scanner confirmed) 11:40, right as rain.

The Amazon warehouse has never been sexier!

Day 119:
Today’s interaction with Mike:
I stride over to his desk, slam down a can of Alpo dog food, 

and, beaming my best “I’m a great worker” grin at him, proudly 
announce:

“It’s in the can. I’m guessing ‘in the can.’ Am I right? Do I get 
a Kindle?”

I tap the lid for extra clarification. 
Confusion barely edged out the “Good Lord, here we go again” 

look on Mike’s face. 
“I’m not following you, Paul.”
I pointed to the label on the can that read “Hidden Goodness 

Dog Food.”
Since this did not seem to clear things up for Mike, I explained.
“At first I was just going to scan the can and put it in the tote, 

but then I got to thinking: ‘What a dumb name for a product.’ I 
mean, if you hide something, the worst thing you can do is an-
nounce you hid it; gets everyone looking for it and all. I remem-
ber a sign for a town named Hidden Valley in New Jersey, and 
they had it right there on a road sign—‘Hidden Valley, 8 miles’—
with an arrow pointing to the right.

“At first I thought it was a ruse, but no. I took the right (even 
though it was out of my way) and sure enough, 8 miles down the 
road there it is. If your valley is supposed to be hidden, I think it’s 
pretty foolish to post directions to it.

“Anyway, this got me thinking about how you said during 
stand-up that Amazon runs contests for the workers during peak 
season, giving out Kindles and such. So the way I figure it is, this 
is one of those contests; you know, a ‘Guess where the goodness 
is hidden’ kinda thing?

“Seeing as you’re a shifty one, I went into the coat room and 
rifled through your coat pockets, thinking you may have hidden 
the goodness there. All I found was a partially-used roll of 
ChapStick—and I hope you don’t mind that I used some; the 
warehouse sure does get dry in winter—and an Andes mint. I 
unwrapped it; it looks pretty old and stale, although the corner I 
nibbled on tasted fine. You may want to eat the rest fairly soon.

“But then it hit me!
“It’s in the can! So obvious when you think of it. Anyway, my 

answer is:
“‘Alpo hid the Hidden Goodness Dog Food in the can of dog 

food.’
“So, am I right? I’m right, aren’t I? I’m getting a Kindle.”
After a few moment’s pause, during which he rubbed his face 

with both hands and muttered something under his breath that 
sounded a lot like “I skate is ducking fly”—which makes no 
sense—he replied,

“No, Paul. You’re not getting a Kindle. Please get back to 
work.”

I think he’s lying.
I think he’s going to submit my answer as his and steal my 

Kindle.
I also think he doesn’t like me very much.

Day 120:
It was a few minutes before the shift began. Matt was sitting in 

the break area, watching highlights of the Baltimore Ravens’ vic-
tory over the Steelers earlier today. As ESPN showed the Pitts-
burgh sideline, Matt began to chant “Overrated.”

Knowing I was courting madness, I mentioned that I found that 
a bizarre chant.

“It doesn’t make any sense.”
“Well,” Matt countered, “it does. Because Pittsburgh is over-

rated.”
“Yes, but your evidence of that fact is that your team can beat 

them. What the chant really says is, ‘You must not be as good as 
everyone thought if we can beat you.’ I think a more appropriate 
chant would be ‘We’re slightly better.’”

Matt was silent for a moment, and it really seemed that he was 
seeing the logic.

But then…
“Yeah, well Pittsburgh can go suck it! ’Cause we beat those 

overrated chumps.”
I wash my hands of the man.

Day 121:
I continue to plumb depths of suffering I did not know were 

possible.
Picking items for an 11-hour night shift can be tedious enough, 

but to do it when you have a Gordon Lightfoot song stuck in your 
head is sheer torture.

Day 122:
Morale was down in the mods; pickers were grumbling about 

mandatory overtime and 11-hour shifts. Something had to be 
done. 

Then I arrived at bin B2-H145 and saw a one-quart saucepan 
sharing space with a steel rod, and I knew just what to do. 
Grabbing the pan, I paraded down the aisle, banged on it with the 
rod at intervals, and called out,

“Bring out your dead.”
Alas, not a single person laughed.
Fuck these people. 
This place sucks.

Day 123:
At stand-up, I saw one of the temporary workers, who was 

clearly having scanner troubles, approach me.
“You look like a nice guy,” he began.
“Eat a bag of shit,” I interrupted. I then knocked his scanner to 

the floor and walked away.
I think I taught the lad a valuable lesson about making assump-

tions based on appearance.

to be continued…
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Book Tour
Victoria Anderson

The 50th Birthday Party
I never intended to join a book group. I was perfectly happy 

reading my self-selected narratives alone. I loved the guilty plea-
sure of reading in my cracked leather chair with its arms leaking 
stuffing. Every year as the weather cooled, I expected the tiny 
mice who lived on the spilled birdseed in our garden to move 
indoors and into the reading chair through one of its many points 
of entry. 

My garden and the house that accompanied it were in a town-
ship that refused to call itself a suburb. We had a family across 
the alley who had a daughter approximately the same age as 
our son. They played together occasionally, most often “kitchen 
magic,” a faux cooking game that meant using a huge mixing 
bowl to mix dry pantry staples with something like ketchup or 
honey. The alley father hated the mess. 

Somehow we got ourselves invited to the alley neighbors’ boat 
party, celebrating some sort of occasion that was mathematically 
complicated. It was a fiftieth party for his thirty-fifth birthday. 
Although I could never recreate it, it had something to do with 
his thirty-five years plus the ten years they had been married and 
a whole bunch of other things that added up to fifty. Maybe the 
five-year-old dog’s age multiplied by their oldest son’s age. Who 
knows? 

The party was to take place on a rented boat that would tour 
around Lake Michigan, providing a view of Chicago’s skyline. 
We were invited along with several neighbors and their children. 
I would have preferred an adult party because this smacked of the 
dreaded block party, which we left town to avoid when we were 
able and turned all the lights out and watched television in a back 
room when we were not. But we went to the fiftieth party. There 
was an electrical storm that night so the boat stayed docked.

The alley friends were very thrifty. Relatives in another state 
owned a factory that manufactured polyester sweat clothing in 
primary colors. For years they got a free box in late September, 
and both their children wore the sweatsuits until summer, when 
the pants became cutoffs and the sweatshirts had their sleeves cut 
off. Once the new shipment came, the cycle began again. Occa-
sionally an odd sweatsuit would arrive in the wrong size, and it 
would be offered to our son. Invariably he loved them. He had a 
red pair that he insisted on wearing without underwear and with 
the cowboy boots we had bought him on a trip to the Southwest. 

Not surprisingly the alley friends cut some corners on the party. 
To save money they severely under-ordered food. Once we had 
all arrived, mostly dripping wet, the children attacked the buffet 
table. By the time the adults approached, the only things remain-
ing were the vegetables from the crudité tray and the garnishes 
deemed inedible by the kids. The only beverage available for 
adults was champagne; the juice boxes relegated to the children 
had disappeared within the first twenty minutes. No water any-
where except the stuff rocking the boat and falling from the sky. 
The champagne was not good but we swilled it. The boat rocked, 
the champagne (which, ironically, didn’t run out) was poured and 
repoured, and we were drunk. 

When the storm died down and we were able to leave the dock 

 

and venture out into the lake, we felt that we were being held 
prisoner. I struck up a conversation with a neighbor with whom I 
had made eye contact a couple of times. Laurie was an eye-roller 
so I figured she was a good conversational bet. At some point she 
said, “Hey, you’ve got to join our book group,” and I said sure.

I didn’t see her for a week, but when we bumped into each 
other in the alley putting empty wine bottles in our blue recycling 
bins, I asked when we were meeting. She seemed nonplussed. 
Later it would occur to me that she had forgotten she’d invited 
me. If I’d stayed silent, I could have avoided the whole thing. But 
I went to my first meeting.

Independent People
The group was comprised of a knitting psychologist and three 

mid-level corporate women who belonged to the same profes-
sional organizations. Two were married and one was a non-prac-
ticing lesbian (her term for her partner-less state). Later a chroni-
cally tardy psychiatrist would join the group.

There were problems from the beginning. I was brought in by 
a member without consultation with the rest of the group. I was 
oblivious to this rule infraction, so I didn’t notice tension until 
the second meeting. Meeting two was a discussion of Halldór 
Laxness’s Independent People, a book I would surely never have 
read without a book group. What I remember now is the relent-
less rain on the turf roof of the croft under which Bjartor of Sum-
merhouses lived variously with one of two wives while sheep, a 
horse, a cow, and a dog inhabited the main floor below. I loved 
best the two- or three-sentence description of rain—all two hun-
dred fifty words of it, ending with: “And at the bottom of this 
unfathomed ocean of teeming rain sat the little house and its one 
neurotic woman.” I wanted to talk about that line, but the discus-
sion quickly moved to other matters at hand.  

It was 1994 and Winter Olympics time. Nancy Kerrigan and 
Tonya Harding were skating rivals. Our hostess dismissed Tonya 
Harding as trailer trash—I can’t say the phrase was or wasn’t 
used, but the suggestion was strongly there. As it turns out, some-
one who went to the defense of Tonya Harding didn’t have a great 
deal to work with because this was around the time her boyfriend 
tried to break one of Nancy’s kneecaps. But I launched into an 
exhaustive defense of the underdog because she was the under-
dog. Eyes rolled except the psychologist’s, which never looked up 
from her knitting project. I ended my prolonged but nonsubstan-
tive defense with a shrug and the admission that “I always liked 
the bad girls,” and when no one responded, a further admission, “I 
always was one.” This was more an aspiration than a truth. 

The Things They Carried
…and sometimes I can see Timmy skating with Linda under the 

yellow floodlights. I’m young and happy. I’ll never die. I’m skim-
ming across the surface of my own history, moving fast, riding 
the melt beneath the blades, doing loops and spins, and when I 
take a high leap into the dark and come down thirty years later, I 
realize it is as Tim trying to save Timmy’s life with a story.

Those are the lines I wanted to talk about at our third meeting—
the author/the character (interchangeable) speaking about the re-
demptive power of narrative. But instead we went to a big box 
bookstore to hear Tim O’Brien read his own words. Laurie leaned 
over during the requisite post-reading Q&A and whispered, “I 
wish I was going on the rest of the book tour with him.” Then I 
remembered why I liked her in the first place. The next day I went 
through my postcard collection and wrote the first of the five I 
would send her. “Tim and I are exhausted but the hotel is lovely. 
An effort to get out of bed and make ourselves presentable for
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cocktail hour and the evening reading. Love from Seattle.” “San 
Francisco is all the lovelier with Tim. Walked the bridge holding 
hands. LA tomorrow.” And so on.

The English Patient
By meeting four, The English Patient, we weren’t talking much 

about the novel at all. It was ambiguous, and ambiguity was not 
embraced by most members of the group, particularly by the 
three corporate women who were Nancy Kerrigan boosters. Now 
I had one person who liked me, three who didn’t, and a knitting 
psychologist who appeared to be withholding judgement. Under 
these terms I was in the group but already wanted out. 

This was the last meeting before the psychiatrist joined the 
group. By the time she joined us, a proper vetting had taken 
place. Maybe they wanted to demonstrate what should happen 
before an invitation to join was issued. A proper vetting was a 
means by which to avoid someone who was a Tonya Harding 
promoter. 

Although the psychiatrist survived the scrutiny of the group (or 
the seasoned members of the group—I wasn’t included because 
of my probationary status), she felt she needed to know us more 
intimately before she attended her first meeting. She arranged a 
meeting at her house for that purpose.

The Session
When I arrived at the psychiatrist’s split level, the others were 

sitting in what you might call an early seventies conversation 
pit. Although the seating arrangement was designed to suggest a 
power equity, the psychiatrist was clearly in charge. 

“Many of us don’t know each other well,” she began. “I think 
it might be productive to go around the room and have each of 
us reveal something intimate about herself.” Then she poured us 
each a huge slug of wine.

“I will start since the idea was mine,” she offered. 
Her brief revelation set the tone—the hallmark of embarrass-

ingly intimate (and unwelcomed) information. She explained 
that she and her husband of many years had separated on a trial 
basis in the past year but had come back together several months 
ago. We had seen the husband leave the house moments earlier. 
There was little to distinguish him. A modest beer belly, a balding 
pate, and shoes that looked like my father’s Hush Puppies. 

Anyway, his first night back, after a celebratory dinner, the 
psychiatrist and her recently estranged husband headed to the 
bedroom. I’m trying to make it more romantic, but in her telling 
the whole evening sounded very lockstep. So when they began to 
make love (my phrase—she said “have intercourse”), she got a 
searing pain in her vagina. The pain was so great that they could 
not “complete the act.” When Laurie and I made eye contact, 
her pupils looked like they had been replaced by exclamation 
points. Where could this go next, or might we have to remain 
in her vagina? And there we remained. It turned out that the 
vaginal pain was not, as she had thought, her body telling her 
that she didn’t really want to get back with her husband but was 
the effect of early onset menopause and the subsequent thinning 
of the vaginal tissue. My sister’s best friend is British and uses 
a word I’d always wanted to find a use for. I had found it. I was 
gob-smacked. 

We continued around the room with smaller, safer confessions. 
A bikini shoplifted when a mother wouldn’t pay for anything but 
a one-piece, an infidelity with a best friend’s fiancé, a child’s mis-
behaving dog taken to the pound and the child told that it retired 
to a farm where it would have a blissful life chasing rabbits. Mine 
was a behavioral mistake.

When my older son was in high school, his girlfriend came 
over to show both of us her strapless junior prom dress. When she 
changed back into her jeans, I asked her if I could try it on. I did 
and modeled it for both of them. I figured that the psychiatrist, 
if she was rating the stories, would like mine best. It would give 
her plenty to chew on. 

The Alienist
Imagine, [Kriezler] said, that you enter a large, somewhat 

crumbling hall that echoes with the sounds of people mumbling 
and talking repetitively to themselves. Where are you? Sara’s an-
swer was immediate: in an asylum. Perhaps, Kreizler answered, 
but you could also be in a church. In the one place the behavior 
would be considered mad; in the other, not only sane, but as re-
spectable as any human activity can be.

Meeting five and I was not in a church. If I was in a church, I 
was in the last pew waiting for the perfect moment to sneak out. 
If I was in a church, I would say to the stranger sitting next to me, 
“This choir is tuneless.”

The Alienist discussion was held up by the late arrival of the 
psychiatrist. The arrival was dramatically late, an hour to be exact. 
She arrived with the meal she had picked up at the train station 
and ate it noisily while we watched. Even the knitter looked up.

The psychiatrist, it turns out, was testy. She didn’t like the book 
much because, as she termed it, “it borders on genre.” The knitter 
was bothered not by the murder mystery at the book’s center but 
rather at the early appearance of Teddy Roosevelt at the novel’s 
beginning. 

“What are we to do with that?” she wondered as she clicked 
away. I was interested in the term “alienist,” which was applied 
to psychiatry when the field was young. What was its source? 
The psychiatrist was busy chewing and couldn’t be bothered to 
answer. By the meeting’s end I was planning my exit.

The Robber Bride
I didn’t show up for meeting six, thereby committing the 

cardinal book group sin—a no-show for the discussion of a book 
you’ve chosen. When I chose Atwood’s novel, it seemed kind 
of appropriate for this group as it centers on a small clique of 
women who struggle with malevolence and betrayal. Not a fair 
summary of the book and the Grimm fairy tale on which it is 
loosely based, but those were my thoughts before reading it. The 
night before group I called Laurie to tell her I would be leaving. 
She was on her way out too. The psychiatrist sealed it for her. 

Then we talked about the book. Not Atwood at her best, we 
concurred, but an interesting look at friendships and toxicity, al-
though we agreed, with some irritation, that the things that go 
wrong in the women’s lives (the things attributed to the malevo-
lent Z.) seem to have to do with losing men. Not one of the femi-
nist Atwood’s best books.

Quitting
Laurie and I wrote separate e-mails to the group. I didn’t read 

hers but mine went something like this: 
Dear Book Group members, 

While I have enjoyed my time with you and have en-
joyed being introduced to the books we have read together, 
I find that other obligations pull me away from this com-
mitment. Thank you all for including me for the last sev-
eral months. I wish you many years of happy reading.  

        
All the best,

 K.
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What I thought was a gentle bow-out created outrage. I as-
sumed the silence for the first two days after sending the e-mail 
would be followed by brief, individual notes offering less-than-
sincere niceties. The delay was followed instead by a group sum-
mons, not only to me but my quitter friend. 

Dear K. and L.,
We write to express our dismay at both the act of quitting 

and the means by which you have quit. In our opinions, both 
actions express great cowardice on your parts. Because we 
are confused and troubled by your motivations and because 
we require closure, we have scheduled a group session with 
a respected therapist to explore the issues that are troubling 
the club. We have scheduled the session for next Tuesday (our 
regular meeting date) at 7 p.m. (our usual meeting time). S. 
has generously offered her house for the session. We look for-
ward to seeing you there. 

The e-mail was signed by every member, names listed alpha-
betically so as to avoid the impression of a ringleader. 

Therapy
Laurie went to the therapy session. I did not. Nor did I offer an 

excuse. Over coffee the morning after, she broke it down for me. 
The reputable therapist mentioned in the summons we received 
was no other than the Hush-Puppied, balding husband of the psy-
chiatrist. After welcoming the group and introducing the value of 
group therapy, particularly for our group’s communication dif-
ficulties, he promised a “healing journey” resulting in improved 
communication, insight, and trust. He then asked the psycholo-
gist to put away her knitting.

When all were seated in the familiar conversation pit, he hand-
ed out brown paper lunch bags and Post-it Note-sized pieces of 
scrap paper. My friend feared a session in mask-making but no 
glue appeared, so she stayed in her seat. 

“These, in case you are wondering, are inside-outside bags.” 
My friend was imagining a sort of group hyperventilation that 

would require all to breathe into their bags in order to balance 
the carbon-dioxide-to-oxygen ratio, but soon markers and further 
instructions were circulated. 

“On the outside of your bag,” Hush Puppy continued, “you will 
record, in images or words, the qualities you show to the world. 
On the pieces of paper you place inside the bag, you will record 
your inner, hidden qualities.”

“Oh no,” is all I could manage. 
“Outside of my bag I am fierce, well-read, and competent,” 

Laurie reported. “And I’m deeply suspicious of knitters.”
We are laughing at the funny/not funny nature of the activity. 
“Inside the bag I am intolerant, generous until I am no longer 

generous, and not good at being part of a community. Our friend 
the psychiatrist is empathic. By her own declaration it is her pri-
mary quality. Hush Puppy’s head nodded when she held up her 
bag. Evidently he agrees. Oh, and she also has a great sense of 
humor. Largely unexercised, I suspect.”

Laurie said a graceful goodbye at the end of the therapy 
session. The knitter rolled her eyes and picked up her needles 
and resumed her work.

After
One year later, at the gym, I am at my locker trying to wrestle 

out of a particularly sweaty workout bra when I spot the psychia-
trist. She is walking toward me and she is naked. She is strangely 
pink from head to toe, either from the exertion or her recent hot 
shower. She walks toward me with a sense of purpose that fright-
ens me. 

I cross my arms in front of my chest defensively, but she closes 
in to offer me a big hug.

“Great to see you,” she chirps, “it’s been too long.”
I suppose I responded in kind. I can’t remember. She threw me 

completely off my guard.
And then she walked away to another bay of lockers, even the 

backs of her knees blushing with exertion.

Closure
I am back in my leather reading chair, writing postcards. I’ve 

collected various sorts for years—some of them of old Route 66 
hotels, many of them from museums, and some from state fairs 
around the country. Five of my favorites are from a railroad hotel 
in Winslow, Arizona. I stayed there once when applying for a 
prison job that I did not get.

It was an odd and menacing trip. The hotel had been recently 
taken over by a young couple, and because only half the rooms 
had been renovated, it was close to empty. The gardeners were 
overly friendly. Menacingly so. I didn’t sleep during the couple 
of nights I was there, so I often wandered the hallways. The own-
er’s wife was a visual artist who painted portraits of the Presi-
dents’ wives in something other than an official mode. In Jackie’s 
portrait she is holding the king of hearts. The king’s face has been 
replaced by JFK’s. She is wearing her pink assassination suit. A 
bullet has shot the card in half. She looks surprised. Jan Pierce, 
Franklin’s wife, has no playing card but is wandering the second 
floor of the White House, where she remained for two years after 
her second child’s death. She is carrying a box filled with blond 
locks from a child’s curly head of hair. Mary Todd Lincoln is 
painted holding a séance in the Oval Office. Louisa Adams is 
playing the harp, and at her feet is a box of the silkworms she 
so enjoyed raising. Helen Taft is driving a car and smoking. I’ve 
never known quite what to make of the paintings and loved them 
more for that.

I’m not sure why I am willing to let go of the First Ladies or 
why I am sending them to the women of the book group, but 
that is what I am doing. On each card I have written the same 
message: “These women. What are we to make of them?” Then 
“Happy Reading.” I am not signing the cards nor am I offering a 
return address, which might signal the desire for a response. I am 
simply stamping and sending. Then I am picking up an unread 
novel, turning its crisp pages, and finally resuming my work.

1964
Bett Butler

The young girl’s sandals slap the buckled sidewalks of Wesley 
Street. She feels silly and conspicuous in her grandmother’s sun 
hat, the sweatband stained blue-black by hair dye and perspira-
tion. Stiff from decades of blackland prairie summers, the straw 
crown swallows her head like an overturned bowl, hot and heavy 
on her scalp. She thinks about taking it off, but wearing it was a 
condition of the old woman’s consent for this little outing, and 
spying eyes lurk behind curtains along the way. In this town, ev-
erybody knows everybody’s business. 

“If I send you home looking like a Negro, your parents won’t 
let you come anymore,” her grandmother had said, rough hands 
tying the cord tightly under her chin.

That wouldn’t be so bad. This is the most boring place on 
earth, the girl had snapped in her imagination—and immediately 
felt guilty.

But now she is on her own, free and flush with cash, three
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dollars and sixty-seven cents—not counting the newly minted 
silver dollar her grandfather slipped her that morning—in the 
patent-leather handbag swinging from her shoulder. She is walk-
ing the twenty-odd blocks to “downtown,” past the Piggly-Wig-
gly’s faint aroma of Pine-Sol and rotting produce; past CeeBee’s 
burgers, five for a dollar; past the Tucker Candy Company with 
its air-puffed peppermints and the Sinclair filling station with the 
plastic dinosaur in the window; past the print shop and tiny store-
fronts selling insurance and legal services. She walks as fast as 
her thin legs will carry her, past Marshall and Morse, Spencer 
and Crockett Streets; left on Lee Street, where yesterday she was 
dragged to Sunday School to sit stiffly in a small chair amid small 
strangers singing “Brighten the Corner Where You Are”; past the 
bus depot, past the sign that has hung over the town’s main street 
for almost half a century:

THE GREENVILLE THE
BLACKEST WELCOME WHITEST

LAND PEOPLE
Sweat mingles with street grit between her toes, and a trickle 

of moisture tickles the skin along her spine. In the stifling humid-
ity, the hat gives off the faint odor of mothballs and unwashed 
hair, making her feel queasy and unsettled.

One more block, and there it is on the right: Kress, with its 
gold letters and terra cotta curlicues outside and its riches of 
melamine and china, dish towels and toys, makeup and hair ton-
ic inside. She uses both hands and her full weight of sixty-plus 
pounds to open the heavy glass door, which gives way with the 
jingle of a bell and a gust of electrically cooled air.

The saleswoman at the cash register looks up briefly, then re-
turns to her magazine.

The girl’s sandals make soft noises on the hardwood floor as 
she heads to the makeup counter, where cardboard women smile 
seductively with lips the latest shades of red. She takes off the 
hat and sets it on the counter, wiping the sweat from her hairline 
with the back of her hand. Perched on the glass, in all its cobalt 
crystal glory, is a bottle of Evening in Paris marked “tester.” With 
a quick look at the oblivious saleswoman, she sprays it on her 
neck. From an adjoining display, she picks up a bottle of Sue Pree 
nail polish, Shocking Pink, a color she has never seen in nature. 
Glancing at the saleswoman once again, she unscrews and gently 
lifts the lid. Acetate and formaldehyde sting her nose as the liquid 
drips down the brush back into the bottle. She imagines it on her 
fingernails, transforming the chewed and ragged ends into some-
thing beautiful, mysterious, and adult.

The entry bell jingles and she jumps, hastily screwing the cap 
back on. Struggling with the door is a boy even younger and 
smaller than she, his skin the color of the mahogany coffee table 
in her grandmother’s living room. The saleswoman looks up, 
frowns, and returns to her reading as he passes close by the girl 
and heads straight to the toys, one aisle over.

Still holding the nail polish, she watches the boy inspect a 
bin of brightly colored metal trucks. His cotton shirt is clean and 
pressed, he smells of soap, and his hair looks like the steel wool 
her grandmother uses to scrub the char from her frying pan. She 
wonders what it feels like, whether it is stiff and scratchy or soft 
like lamb’s wool. Feeling her eyes on him, the boy looks at her 
and grins. She looks away, pretending to examine the label on the 
back of the bottle.

The boy picks up a tanker truck and examines it carefully, spin-
ning the wheels with his finger. Smiling, he waves it in figure eights 
through the air. “Vrooom,” he says softly. “Vro-o-o-o-m-m-m-m!” 

 

She reads the label on the back of the nail polish. Caution. 
Flammable. Do not use near fire or flame. Keep out of the reach 
of children.

“Hey, you!” 
She jumps at the voice of the saleswoman barreling toward 

them. Hiding the nail polish behind her, she backs up against the 
counter.

“You, boy! Put that down.”
The boy’s smile quickly fades, and he drops the truck back 

into the bin.
“What do you think you’re doing, boy? You’re not supposed 

to be messin’ with that. Just what do you think you’re doing?”
His small face crumples into tears. The front door jingles, and 

in walks a young woman who looks as if she is searching for 
something. She is wearing a hat and white gloves, and her skin is 
the same shade as the little boy’s. She sees him and rushes over.

“Myron, what are you doing?” She grabs him roughly by the 
arm and steers him toward the door. She looks at the saleswom-
an, apologetic. “I’m sorry, ma’am.”

“What are you doing, letting a youngster run wild like that? 
He has no business here.”

“Yes, ma’am. I’m sorry, ma’am. It won’t happen again.”
“Well, just see that it don’t. Take him out of here.”
“Yes, ma’am, right away.” She propels the crying boy out the 

door, shaking him by the shoulder. “What were you doing? You 
know you shouldn’t be in there.”

The bell jingles on their way out, and the saleswoman shakes 
her head at the young girl.

“Them people, you gotta watch ’em ever minute, or they’ll 
steal ya blind.” She walks to the cash register and returns to her 
magazine, her face pinched with annoyance.

The girl stands motionless. Clammy air chills the sweat run-
ning down her back, and her feet feel strangely remote and cold. 
She opens her purse. With the hand holding the nail polish, she 
pulls out her grandmother’s damp, floral-scented hankie and dabs 
her face. The handkerchief is now wrapped around the bottle, and 
she slips them into her handbag, underneath her coin purse.

The saleswoman doesn’t look up.
The girl feels elated but eerily calm, as if she has crossed over 

to a place from which there is no turning back. She picks up an-
other bottle of nail polish, this one a frosty off-white, and reads 
the label. Caution. Flammable. Do not use near fire or flame. 
Keep out of the reach of children.

She takes it to the cash register. The saleswoman puts down 
her magazine, smiles, and rings her up. “How old are you?”

“Twelve,” she lies.
The saleswoman laughs. “Right. Does your mama know 

you’re buying this?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Well, all right,” says the saleswoman, slipping the receipt and 

the polish into a small brown paper bag. “Ain’t no law against it, 
but don’t you be makin’ a mess, now, or your mama and daddy 
will be over here gettin’ me into trouble.”

“Yes, ma’am.” She walks to the door.
“Wait!”
Her stomach drops.
“You left something over there.”
She walks quickly back to the counter and retrieves the sun 

hat, slipping it on her head and tying it tightly under her chin. 
“Thank you, ma’am,” she says.

The doorbell jingles as she walks out, her sandals smacking 
the concrete in the still and sultry air.
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Art/Culture

San Antonio Art League & Museum

The San Antonio Art League & Museum (SAAL&M) is the 
oldest arts organization in San Antonio and home to an extensive 
permanent collection of works by notable Texas artists such as 
Robert and Julian Onderdonk, José Arpa, Emma Richardson 
Cherry, E.G. Eisenlohr, Mary Bonner, Charles Umlauf, Martha 
Mood, and Amy Freeman Lee. The heart of the collection is the 
series of paintings from the Edgar B. Davis Texas Wildflower 
Competitive Exhibitions in the 1920s. Home since 1988 for the 
San Antonio Art League & Museum (SAALM) is a venerable 
modified carriage house in the heart of the King William Historic 
District. Built 
in 1896, 
this intimate 
house-turned-
museum and 
gallery now 
houses over 
600 works in 
its permanent 
collection. Works in all media—including paintings, drawings, 
prints, photographs, ceramics, and sculpture—are available for 
public viewing. Revolving contemporary exhibits highlight 
both local and regional artists, and represent the unique work 
of Texas talent.

 

Centro de Artes San Antonio

VOZ: Selections from the UTSA Art Collection
February 8 – June 10, 2018

This exhibit, presented by The City of San Antonio Department 
of Arts & Culture, in partnership with The University of Texas 
at San Antonio, features works that highlight Latino/a artistic 
expressions collected over the last five decades by UTSA. Cu-
rated by Arturo Infante Almeida, art specialist and curator for the 
UTSA Art Collection Department, the show includes artworks by 
Manuel Álvarez Bravo, Graciela Iturbide, Jesse Treviño, César 
Martínez, Judy Baca and many other nationally and internation-
ally renowned artists. VOZ: Selections from the UTSA Art Collec-
tion is the largest exhibit to date at Centro de Artes, featuring 222 
works by 166 artists. Works by 92 San Antonio artists appear in 
this display, which is a part of San Antonio’s Tricentennial com-
memoration, and an accompanying catalogue includes an essay 
by San Antonio author John Phillip Santos. 

A committed advocate of San Antonio’s arts community, 
Almeida has served as curator of The UTSA Art Collection 
since 2002. In 2009 he initiated The Texas Contemporary Artists 
Series at the Institute of Texas Cultures. In 2011, he co-curated 
an exhibition of Texas photographers in Lishui City, China at the 
14th Annual China International Photographic Art Exhibition. 

“The University of Texas at San Antonio is proud to share 
Centro de Artes’ dedication to recounting the stories of Latinos 
and Latinas. For three hundred years, San Antonio has been a 
place where different languages, customs and traditions have 
merged to form a unique cultural history,” Almeida states. “Like 
all stories of a particular place and time, the work on these walls 
is informed by pride, joy, and a tenacity that reverberates in the 
voices that celebrate the Latino experience.” 
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Artist Spotlight: Kenneth Schwoerke
Andrea Kraus-Lozano

The featured artist for the May 
issue of Voices de la Luna is 
Kenneth Schwoerke, a native Texan 
who was born in Houston but has 
lived in San Antonio for the past six 
years. Schwoerke attended both the 
Art Institute of Houston and Sam 
Houston State University and has 
degrees in animation and graphic 
design. According to Schwoerke, 
he has been making art for as long 
as he can remember. Throughout 
his life, he’s worked as an artist in 
several different capacities, such as 
animator, graphic designer, and contract political cartoonist. Even 
while pursuing other career paths, he’s always managed to find 

time to work 
as an artist. 
S c h w o e r k e 
r e c e n t l y 
created his 
own personal 
w o r k s p a c e , 
“New Critter 
S t u d i o s , ” 
and has been 
working as a 
full-time artist 
for just over 
one year. His 
main focus is 

participation in a combination of art festivals and fairs, as well as 
working on murals and commissioned pieces. 

Schwoerke has participated in several art events, including 
exhibits at Brick at Blue Star, On and Off Fredericksburg, The 
Hausmann Millworks, Art Fest 2017, and Una Noche en La 
Gloria. Schwoerke has also exhibited at several charity events 
with the South Texas Artist Fund, The Ecumenical Center, and 
The Animal Defense League. While he enjoys participating in 
various art events, his favorites are the ones that benefit charity.  
Schwoerke is an avid supporter of the arts in healing (both physical 
and mental/spiritual) and loves animals. He cannot say enough 
about the amazing people involved in putting together charity 
events and is always glad to be a part of them. During the month 
of April, Schwoerke exhibited his work at the 2018 King William 
Fair, an official San Antonio Fiesta event that began in 1968.

How would you describe your art work to someone else?  
I would describe my art to someone else as “fun”! In my current 
art, I try to invoke in the 
viewer a sense of fun 
or optimism through 
subject, colors, and 
visual twists. I often call 
my art “overtly subtle” 
or “subtly overt.” By 
this, I mean that I will 
try to complete an 
image so that the viewer 

 
first sees the main subject, but upon closer inspection, will find 
several hidden gems that change the feel and emotion of the entire 
image. For example, Professor Roadrunner (one of my favorites) 
is a white pencil on black paper drawing of a roadrunner. At first 
the roadrunner is 
the obvious subject. 
However, after a 
closer look, the 
viewer discovers 
the roadrunner 
wearing a scarf 
and monocle over 
one eye. For the 
viewer, I hope this 
changes the image 
from a simple 
roadrunner drawing 
into a dignified and 
dapper “Professor 
Roadrunner.”

What are your favorite themes/ subjects to explore in your 
artwork?
That is an excellent question. Currently, my themes focus on 
humor. I feel like there is a lot of negativity going on in the 
world today. I want my art to be a way for people to escape 
that, even if only for a few moments. Regarding subjects, I am 
doing a lot with animals and anthropomorphic creatures. I tend 
to vacillate between realistic animals and cartoon creatures/
characters, depending on my mood. Something in particular that 
has interested me recently is the use of landscapes/environment 
to create mood/atmosphere in a portrait or image of a subject 
in a scene. I think it is fascinating how the same subject can 
convey entirely different feelings depending on the environment/
landscape it occupies. I plan on exploring this more in the future.

How has your artwork evolved over the years? 
My artwork has evolved into a more fun and whimsical style that 
I hope reflects my maturity not only as an artist but as a person 
in general. When I first 
started (particularly at 
age 17 while attending 
school for animation), 
most of my art was 
heavily influenced 
by heavy metal/rock 
album covers, comic 
books, fantasy/sci-fi, 
and teenage “Goth” 
imagery. There were 
lots of spaceships, 
knights, wizards, elves, 

v a m p i r e s , 
graveyards, 
skulls, etc. Now, at age 33, I am older and have found 
a style that I feel represents me and conveys my voice 
more appropriately. While I still appreciate and enjoy 
great fantasy/sci-fi art, I no longer feel the need to prove 
my skill or “coolness” to other artists and peers in the 
same way that I once did. That more than anything has 
freed my art and has allowed me to truly embrace and 
develop my own ever-evolving style and voice.
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Reviews
The Myth of the Lost Cause: 

Why the South Fought the Civil War and Why the 
North Won

by Edward H. Bonekemper III
Reviewed by James R. Adair

The National Memorial for Peace 
and Justice, also known informally 
as the National Lynching Memorial, 
opened on April 26 in Montgom-
ery, Alabama to much acclaim and 
some complaints that “we should 
just leave the past in the past.” This 
memorial opens at a time when 
many cities and states are reconsid-
ering the public display of statues, 
plaques, and other remembrances of 
the South’s Confederate past. What 
some call an attempt to erase history, 
others see as a step toward telling 
the true story of African enslave-
ment, the U.S. Civil War, Reconstruction, the Jim Crow era, and 
the Civil Rights Movement and its aftermath.

Edward H. Bonekemper’s The Myth of the Lost Cause is one 
historian’s effort to correct widespread misperceptions about 
the causes and the prosecution of the Civil War. Bonekemper, 
a former commander in the Coast Guard reserves and adjunct 
lecturer of military history at Muhlenberg College, is the book 
review editor of Civil War News and the author of five other 
books on the Civil War. He notes that while it is commonly 
stated that the victors of a war write its history, this statement 
does not apply to the Civil War. In fact, almost immediately 
after the Confederacy surrendered, Southern partisans such as 
Generals Jubal Early and William Nelson Pendleton and former 
Confederate President Jefferson Davis, all of whom participated 
in the rebellion against the Union, began recasting the war as 
an attempt to resist Northern encroachment on Southern culture 
and rights. Slavery, they said, was an institution that was quickly 
dying and would have disappeared without war. Other elements 
of the myth lionize Confederate General Robert E. Lee as perhaps 
the greatest military strategist who ever lived, while denigrating 
Union General Ulysses S. Grant as a butcher and a bumbler. This 
Southern revisionist history of the war was readily adopted by 
many in the North, particularly white businessmen, who were 
eager to resume trade and expand into Southern markets.

Of course, not everyone accepted the Lost Cause version of 
the Civil War as valid. This interpretation of the war was roundly 
rejected by Frederick Douglass, an outspoken abolitionist and 
former slave, as well as by some white historians of the North. 
However, Bonekemper says, an overall narrative of the war, its 
causes, and its results were strongly shaped by the Southern 
view, even when the story was told to future generations in the 
North, for the next century. Historians like Shelby Foote, whose 
monumental three-volume history of the Civil War was widely 
read throughout the South, in the classroom and out, downplayed   

slavery as the ultimate cause of the war and perpetuated the Lost 
Cause as a narrative for understanding America’s struggle with 
slavery and racial segregation.

Bonekemper convincingly demonstates the primacy of slavery 
as the cause for the war by citing the statements of a multitude 
of Southern secessionists before and during the conflict. He 
also shows a strong correlation between the African-American 
population in various slave states and the support for the war (for 
example, South Carolina, the state with the highest proportion 
of slaves, was the first to secede, while the border states, with 
lower slave populations, didn’t secede at all). Perhaps the most 
interesting part of the book revolves around his discussions of 
the relative merits of Lee and Grant as military strategists. Lee 
is often considered a great general, but Bonekemper contends 
that he was a one-trick pony, always charging directly into battle 
rather than engaging in flanking movements or strategic retreats 
when warranted. Lee’s shortcomings were particularly evident at 
the Battle of Gettysburg, though the mythmakers after the war 
blamed Lee’s subordinate General Longstreet. Lee, although he 
was ostensibly commander of all Confederate forces, concentrated 
his efforts exclusively in Virginia and adjacent states. By contrast, 
Grant commanded armies in all three theaters of the war, winning 
important victories in each. His capture of Vicksburg in 1863 was 
particularly noteworthy for Grant’s tactical management.

Bonekemper draws on many sources contemporary with the 
Civil War to make his case, and he incorporates several tables 
detailing such data as slave ownership, slave purchase prices 
over many years, and casualty figures from different battles. His 
arguments are solidly supported by facts, but at the same time 
his narrative style is engaging and informative. It is a book that 
is well worth the read by anyone interested in the history of the 
Civil War, and his central thesis extends beyond an elaboration 
of the past: “We need to understand the Myth and its deleterious 
effect on our understanding of historical and social issues that are 
still important to all Americans.”

South of the Boredom 
by Jerry Bradley

Reviewed by Carol Coffee Reposa
 
In 43 tightly-crafted poems, Jerry 

Bradley brings a keen eye, laser 
wit, and big heart to bear on the 
glittering jumble of contradictions 
that is contemporary Mexico. Little 
escapes his notice: ribby dogs 
scouring a KFC for scraps, migrant 
workers crushed by tractors, broken 
bodies adorning trees and fences. 
Even as he probes (and sometimes 
skewers) the nation’s societal 
ills, though, charting the head-on 
collisions of opulence and economic 
exploitation, piety and narco traffic, 
he also finds unexpected grace and 
humor in the playful study of mystery meat, the contemplation of 
a monarch migration, or “the iris widening in a lovebird’s eye,” 
all set against the rich tapestry of indigenous myth and legend. 
Readers of these pages are in for some troubling discoveries, but 
along the way they just might glimpse Coronado’s gold.
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Short Stories on Demand

If you visit Francis Ford Coppola’s San Francisco restaurant 
Café Zoetrope, you can enjoy Italian dishes such as linguine alle 
vongole or pizza quattro stagioni, sample wines from Coppola’s 
California vineyard, and spend a relaxing evening conversing 
with friends. If you find yourself at the restaurant alone, however, 
you have the option of reading short fiction—very short fiction—
for entertainment. Café Zoetrope installed the first Short Edition 

short story vending machine in the U.S. 
Customers can select the length of time 
they want to spend reading, from one to 
five minutes, and also select the genre: 
romance, comedy, something scary, 
among others. Best of all, the short 
story dispensed is free!

Short Edition is a French company, 
and the popularity of Café Zoetrope’s 
vending machine has encouraged other 
businesses and communities around the 
U.S. to purchase one for their customers 
and neighbors. To date, all the short 
stories in English are translated from 
French, but the company plans to 
incorporate original English-language 
fiction in the near future.

What if you don’t live near 
San Francisco; Columbus, OH; 
Philadelphia, or one of the other places 
nationwide that have a short story 
vending machine? Not to worry! Short 
Edition’s website, short-edition.com/

en/, will dispense a story to your screen. Choose your genre and 
the length of time you want to read, press the magnifying glass, 
et voilà, you are staring at a short story or piece of flash fiction 
that you can enjoy at your leisure. Is classic literature more 
your style? Simply click on the Ionic column next to the word 
“Classics” at the top of the page, and you will be greeted by a list 
of short fiction by such writers as Mark Twain, Edgar Allan Poe, 
Emma Lazarus, William Butler Yeats, or Virginia Woolf. Poetry 
on demand (see p. 7) and now short stories on demand—what a 
great time to be alive!

Ursula Kroeber Le Guin (1929-2018)

When she was eleven years old, 
Ursula Kroeber submitted a short 
story to Astounding Science Fiction 
magazine. Although her story was 
rejected, she kept writing. She was the 
author of the Earthsea fantasy series 
of young adult novels, and twice she 
won the two highest annual awards for 
science fiction writers, the Hugo and 
the Nebula awards, in the same years, 
for her novels The Left Hand of Darkness and The Dispossed. She 
won the Nebula Award for Best Novel two other times as well, 
more than any other author. In 2003 she was given the Damon 
Knight Memorial Grand Master Award for lifetime achievement 
in fantasy or science fiction. Le Guin died on Jan 22, 2018. 

Community Outreach Efforts

In the past quarter, volunteers from Voices de la Luna have led 
community outreach efforts at eight different locations, involv-
ing eight volunteers and 757 members of the community.

Submission Guidelines
Voices de la Luna is a quarterly publication dedicated to the artistic ex-
pression of a wide range of perspectives and topics. In the service of 
that goal, we welcome diverse, well-written submissions from every 
quarter. To submit material for publication in Voices de la Luna, go to  
voicesdelaluna.submittable.com.
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Voices de la Luna inspires and promotes literature and the arts and serves 
as a platform for all authors and artists to share their work with others. 
It further uses literature and the arts for both educational and healing 
purposes in the community.
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San Antonio Small Presses

Wings Press

www.wingspress.com
Wings Press was founded in 1975. 
Bryce Milligan, its publisher, editor, 
and designer since 1995, strives to 
produce multicultural books, ebooks, 
fine chapbooks and broadsides that 
enlighten the human spirit and enliven 
the mind. All those ever associated 
with Wings have been or are writers, 
and they recognize writing as a transformational form capable 
of changing the world, primarily by allowing people to glimpse 
something of each other’s souls. Good writing is innovative, in-
sightful, broadminded, and interesting. But most of all it is hon-
est. Likewise, Wings Press is committed to treating the planet 
itself as a partner. Thus the press uses as much recycled material 
as possible, from the paper on which the books are printed to the 
boxes in which they are shipped. All inks are soy and vegetable-
based.

West: Poems of a Place (2017)
Jim LaVilla-Havelin

West: Poems of a Place revels in the life 
changes that happen when an urban poet 
moves to the country. Daily rhythms change, 
observational skills change, poetry changes. 
Jim and Lucia left New York to work in 
San Antonio, Texas, decades ago. Then in 
2005 they moved to the small town of Lytle, 
Texas, to live a truly rural life. Dedicated 
to the fine Texas poet, Robert Burlingame, West focuses on the 
dayliness of the natural world and the wonder of it to new eyes. 
It is a celebration in keeping with Burlingame’s voice and vision. 
LaVilla-Havelin’s poems skip and leap across the page in a 
sophisticated and subtly humorous dance.

Literary San Antonio (2018)
Bryce Milligan, ed.

Literary San Antonio is a collection of writing 
about San Antonio, by San Antonio poets, 
fiction writers, playwrights, journalists, 
historians, political writers, and 18th and 
19th century travelers. It covers three 
centuries of writing done in this place, and 
includes work by Zebulon Pike, Frederick 
Law Olmsted, Madam Candelaria, Antonio 
Menchaca, Santiago Tafolla, Sidney Lanier, 
O. Henry, Emma Tenayuca, Josephina 
Niggli, Jan Jarboe Russell, Angela De Hoyos, 
Carmen Tafolla, Evangelina Vigil, Rosemary 
Catacalos, Naomi Shihab Nye, Wendy Barker, Robert Bonazzi, 
Frank Jennings, Maury Maverick, Sr., Carol Coffee Reposa, Jenny 
Browne, Laurie Ann Guerrero, Amalia Ortiz, Deborah Parédez, 
Jesse Cardona, Celeste Guzmán Mendoza, Mariana Aitches, Jim 
LaVilla-Havelin, Steven G. Kellman, Sterling Houston, Cary 
Clack, Ricardo Sánchez, Jay Brandon, Stephen Harrigan, Geoff 
Rips, Nan Cuba, Rick Riordan, and Sandra Cisneros, with a 
historical introduction by Bryce Milligan.

Aztlan Libre Press is dedicated to the promotion, publication, and 
free expression of Chicana/o literature and art. The independent 
press, based in San Antonio, Texas, was started in 2009 by Juan 
Tejeda and Anisa Onofre.

Las Nalgas de JLo/JLo’s Booty: The Best & Most 
Notorious Calumnas & Other Writings by the First 

Chicana Columnist in Texas 1995-2005 (2017)
Bárbara Renaud González

Blurring the borders between literature, 
journalism, essay, history, memoir, and short 
story, Las Nalgas de JLo is a non-fiction 
collection of columns, articles, reviews, and 
poems, most written by Renaud González 
between 1995 and 2005, when she was an 
independent columnist for the San Antonio 
Express-News. Divided into eight chapters 
with such provocative headings as “They 
Say I’m No Lady,” “No Te Dejes/My Line 
in the Sand,” “Pray For Us Women,” “Forget 
the War, So We Can Remember It,” and “Las 
Nalgas de JLo/JLo’s Booty,” each chapter 
begins with a previously unpublished poem. While most of the 
61 columns and articles included in this book were published in 
the San Antonio Express-News, many were published in other 
national newspapers and magazines, and some were unpublished 
because of their content. A “Disclaimer” as an introduction, an 
“A-diosa-tion,” and an “Afterword as a Despedida” are also 
included in this collection.

A Crown for Gumecindo (2015)
Laurie Ann Guerrero 

Dedicated and addressed to the 
poet’s grandfather, A Crown for 
Gumecindo is a heroic sonnet cycle 
that chronicles Guerrero’s first year 
of grieving after the loss of the 
family patriarch. Through fifteen 
linked sonnets, journal entries, and 
meditations, she examines the lessons 
she has inherited, both intentionally 
and unintentionally, through a careful 
dissection of this multigenerational, 
multilingual, and multifaceted relationship. Also exploring the 
role of the writer, Guerrero draws upon various histories—
personal, social, literary—in order to expose the uncertainties 
encountered in a time of mourning. Artist and poet Maceo 
Montoya also considers history, contributing fifteen paintings 
inspired by Guerrero’s sonnets, visuals that offer readers a 
layered experience of the tender and often shocking revelations 
of bereavement.
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City of San Antonio Department 
for Culture and Creative Development

www.getcreativesanantonio.com

Frost Bank - For 145 years
a partner in helping fellow Texans 

with their financial needs and a proud 
supporter of the arts in Texas

Bruce D. Akright, MD, FACOG
Gynecology and Gynecologic Surgery
North East OB/GYN Associates, PLLC

5000 Schertz Parkway, Suite 100, Schertz, TX 78154
and 502 Madison Oak, Suite 240, SA, TX 78258

210-653-5501 — www.NE-OBGYN.com

Becker Vineyards
The 46 acres of French Vinifera vines at Becker Vineyards, 
located between Fredericksburg and Stonewall, generate 14 

different varietals of grapes. Becker Vineyards was established 
in 1992.

www.beckervineyards.com

   

www.southtexaspressinc.com

For more than 100 years, our commitment and 
involvement in the community have been an 

important part of the way we do business.

The poetry and community services of Voices are 
funded in part by a grant from the Ruth Lang Chari-

table Fund of the San Antonio Area Foundation.

 Shivers & Shivers Law Practice
http://shiverslaw.com

Shivers & Shivers is a full-service immigration
and nationality law firm in operation since 1981.

frontdesk@shiverslaw.com
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Financial Advisor
.
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Brief Bios of Selected Contributors
Sheila Black

Sheila Black is development director at the Association of Writers and 
Writing Programs in Washington, DC, and the immediate past executive 
director of Gemini Ink in San Antonio. She is the author of three poetry 
collections—House of Bone, Love/Iraq, and Continental Drift (with Mi-
chelle Marcoux)—and co-editor of a fourth, Beauty Is a Verb. She has 
also published more than forty books for children and young adults.

Jim LaVilla-Havelin

Jim LaVilla-Havelin is the author of five books of poems. The most 
recent, WEST: Poems of a Place, was published by Wings Press in 
2017. He is also the poetry editor at the San Antonio Express-News and 
coordinator of National Poetry Month in San Antonio. An educator and 
community arts activist, LaVilla-Havelin teaches at Bihl Haus, Gemini 
Ink, and the Southwest School of Art.

Laurence Musgrove

Laurence Musgrove is chair of the Department of English and Modern 
Languages at Angelo State University in San Angelo, Texas, where he 
teaches creative writing, literature, comic studies, and mindfulness. His 
collection of poetry, Local Bird, was published by Lamar University 
Literary Press. His poems have appeared in Southern Indiana Review, 
Concho River Review, Buddhist Poetry Review, Southwestern Ameri-
can Literature, The Windward Review, Drunken Boat, Ink Brick, and 
riverSedge. He is co-editor with Terry Dalrymple of Texas Weather, an 
anthology of poetry, fiction, and nonfiction on the power and beauty of 
the weather of the Lone Star State. His collection of aphorisms and il-
lustrations, One Kind of Recording, was published in 2017.

Sheila Rinear

Sheila Rinear is a San Antonio-based, award-winning playwright, 
screenwriter, and educator. Her work has been commissioned, developed 
and produced throughout the United States but especially in Texas, 
where The Public Theater of San Antonio and The Classic Theatre are 
her artistic homes. Rinear has received commissions seven times in 
the past nine years by the City of San Antonio to write and produce 
performance pieces for Luminaria, an international contemporary arts 
festival. She serves The Dramatists Guild as regional representative for 
Austin-San Antonio.

Nenad Trajković

Nenad Trajković is a Serbian poet, essayist, literary critic, and translator. 
He has published three collections of poetry, Traces (2008), I’m Taking 
You to the Museum (2011), and Wind from the Tongue  (2016), for which he 
received The Rade Tomic Prize for the best poetry manuscript in Serbia. 
His works have been published widely in literary magazines and national 
newspapers in Serbia and abroad, and translated into English, German, 

French, Polish, Macedonian, Slovakian, 
Russian, and Bulgarian. He has translated 
(from Macedonian into Serbian) and edited the 
poetry collection The Hero of the Forgotten 
Class by Zvonko Taneski, and in 2013 he 
received the award given by the Bulgarian 
publisher Melnik. A founder and editor of the 
international literary magazine Pisanija, he 
lives and works in Vranje, Southern Serbia.

Idioma
When Good Definitions Go Bad

James R. Adair

The study of word origins is fascinating. From time to time 
some foolhardy person, perhaps a student or coworker (my wife 
has learned better), will ask me what a particular word means. 
Not content to provide a dictionary definition, I often proceed 
to regale my interlocutor with the encyclopedia answer, waxing 
eloquently on the linguistic origin of the word, its original mean-
ing, cognates in English and other languages, and more. If they 
survive to the end of my diatribe, they will often mutter some 
insincere word about how interesting their etymology lesson has 
been, then make a mental note never to ask me again about word 
meanings (full disclosure: I often give long, rambling responses 
on other topics, too).

The question of word origins is interesting, but lately I’ve been 
thinking about a class of words whose etymologies no longer 
work. Think of a word like atom, which comes from the Greek 
a-tomos, “indivisible.” While Democritus may have viewed his 
atoms as indivisible, today’s atoms are divided into quarks, elec-
trons, gluons, neutrinos, photons, and innumerable other sub-
atomic particles. Innumerable is another example of a word that 
originally meant “not countable,” but today it is commonly used 
to mean “numerous,” i.e., countable, which is kind of the opposite.

Ethereal is another such word. Based on the Greek and Latin 
words for “upper air,” scientists as late as the 1880s conjectured 
that aether filled the apparent empty space in the universe and 
was the medium through which light traveled. The Michelson-
Morley experiment in 1887 disproved the existence of aether, so 
the word ethereal lost what little substance it ever had.

Similarly, the words melancholic, choleric, phlegmatic, and 
sanguine were originally based on the notion of four bodily flu-
ids (or humors) that permeated the human body: black bile, yel-
low bile, phlegm, and blood, respectively. People whose humors 
were out of balance exhibited behaviors reflected in the four ad-
jectives above that are still used in a nontechnical way. Again, 
these words are divorced from their original meanings, because 
the four humors have been long disproven.

A lunatic was someone driven insane by the moon—that defi-
nition no longer holds water. As of early 2017, presidential no 
longer means what it used to mean, nor apparently does moral, 
which originally meant manner or custom.

What can we say about these etymologies that no longer work? 
The word etymology means “true word” or “correct explanation,” 
but if the word origin no longer reflects the correct explanation 
of the word’s present meaning, perhaps another term is needed. I 
thought about pseudology, or “false explanation,” but that’s not 
really accurate, since the word did reflect its etymology earlier 
in its history. I also considered notymology, a portmanteau of 
“not” and “etymology,” but that’s just silly. I finally settled on 
ouketilogy, “no longer the explanation,” from the Greek word 
ouketi, “no longer.” Regardless of what you call them, continuing 
changes to English guarantee that more and more words will drift 
so far from their original meanings that their etymologies will no 
longer hold true. After all, the notion that language is fixed is, to 
quote The Princess Bride, inconceivable!
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